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CANCELLATIONS FOR CIRCLE-VALUED MORSE FUNCTIONS

VIA SPECTRAL SEQUENCES
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Abstract. A spectral sequence analysis of a filtered Novikov complex
(N∗(f),∆) over Z((t)) is developed with the goal of obtaining results re-

lating the algebraic and dynamical settings. Specifically, the unfolding of

a spectral sequence of (N∗(f),∆) and the cancellation of its modules is
associated to a one parameter family of circle-valued Morse functions on

a surface and the dynamical cancellations of its critical points. The data of

a spectral sequence computed for (N∗(f),∆) is encoded in a family of ma-
trices ∆r produced by the Spectral Sequence Sweeping Algorithm (SSSA),

which has as its initial input the differential ∆. As one “turns the pages” of

the spectral sequence, differentials which are isomorphisms produce cancel-
lation of pairs of modules. Corresponding to these cancellations, a family

of circle-valued Morse functions fr is obtained by successively removing

the corresponding pairs of critical points of f . We also keep track of all
dynamical information on the birth and death of connecting orbits between

consecutive critical points, as well as periodic orbits that arise within a fa-

mily of negative gradient flows associated to fr.
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1. Introduction

Given f : M → R a Morse function, consider a filtered Morse chain complex

associated to it. Once the dynamics is presented at the chain complex level, it is

natural to use homology techniques to explore it. In [4], [6], [8], [9] we have chosen

to work with a powerful homological tool, namely, a spectral sequence of a filtered

Morse chain complex. Spectral sequence analysis has proven to be useful in

relating algebraic and dynamical information and has been investigated by other

authors, see for example [3], [2]. This relation has been explored for gradient

flows generated by Morse functions and their filtered Morse chain complexes.

Let f : M → R be a Morse function on a smooth closed n-manifold. Consider

the Morse chain complex of f , (C∗(f), ∂), where C∗(f) is a Z-module generated

by the critical points and graded by their indices, i.e.

Ck(f) =
⊕

x∈Critk(f)

Z〈x〉,

where Critk(f) is the set of critical points of f of index k. The differential ∂ is

defined on the generators of Ck by

∂k(x) =
∑

y∈Critk−1(f)

n(x, y)〈y〉,

where n(x, y) is the intersection number of x and y. See [13] for more details.

It was proved in [6], [9] that a spectral sequence (Er, dr) of a filtered Morse

chain complex (C∗(f), ∂) can be retrieved from its differential ∂ via the Spectral

Sequence Sweeping Algorithm (SSSA in short). In [8], spectral sequences were

considered over Z2 and it was proven that changes of generators of the modules

Er determine bifurcation behavior. In [4] and [5], the spectral sequence analysis

was realized for an n-dimensional filtered Morse chain complex over Z, n = 2 or

n ≥ 5. This analysis relates the algebraic cancellations caused by non-zero dif-

ferentials dr to dynamical cancellations of pairs of critical points. Consequently,

as one “turns” the pages of the spectral sequence, dynamical cancellations occur

successively. Thus, we obtain a global dynamical cancellation theorem which

keeps track of birth and death of connections of critical points.

Motivated by outlook, in this article, we undertake a completely new dynam-

ical setup by considering circle-valued Morse functions f : M → S1 on a closed

manifold M . Similarly to the Morse complex, the Novikov complex (N∗(f), ∂)

associated to f is a chain complex of free modules generated by the critical points

of f , see Section 2. However, instead of the ring of integers, the Novikov com-

plex is defined over Z((t)), the ring of Laurent series in one variable with integral

coefficients and finite negative part. The Novikov boundary operator ∂ in this

complex is related to the topological-dynamical features of a gradient flow of f .

More specifically, ∂ “counts” orbits with signs connecting consecutive critical
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points over Z((t)) and it is represented by a matrix denominated as a Novikov

matrix ∆.

In this article, we establish the groundwork for the association of a spectral

sequence analysis of a filtered two dimensional Novikov chain complex with the

dynamical exploration of connections in the negative gradient flow of f . This

is done by applying the SSSA to (N∗(f), ∂). More specifically, as one “turns

the pages” of this spectral sequence, i.e. considers progressively modules Er, one

observes that each algebraic cancellation occurring among the Er, tracked by

the SSSA, corresponds to a dynamical cancellation of a pair of critical points

of f . Moreover, as r increases, the spectral sequence (Er, dr) stabilizes and

converges to the Novikov homology HNov
∗ (M,f) of f . Although cancellation of

critical points in the Novikov setting has been done, e.g. in [10], the novelty in

this article is a global dynamical cancellation theorem for circle-valued Morse

functions via spectral sequence analysis.

It is unquestionable that we have developed a phenomenal algebraic tool,

SSSA, to compute the modules and differentials dr of a spectral sequence of

a filtered Novikov chain complex. Although this result has considerable algebraic

value in itself, this effort is fully compensated by the algebraic-dynamical cancel-

lation results herein. A significant result uses the differentials dr’s of a spectral

sequence, that are responsible for algebraic cancellations, to understand criti-

cal point cancellations within a family of circle-valued Morse functions fr and

the respective family of associated negative gradient flows ϕr. The dynamical

significance of these algebraic cancellations, ultimately, provides a backstory of

death and birth of orbits of ϕr due to cancellations of consecutive critical points

of fr. Also, as the spectral sequences analysis unfolds, it is possible to detect all

periodic orbits that arise within the family ϕr.

In Section 3, we recall the definition of a spectral sequence for a filtered chain

complex and present the filtrations considered throughout this paper. The main

tool behind this correspondence is the Spectral Sequence Sweeping Algorithm

(SSSA), which is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, Theorem 5.1 addresses

the fact that the SSSA can be applied to a Novikov complex (N∗(f),∆) in

dimension 2. Also, within this section, it is shown that the SSSA produces

a sequence of matrices, which we call Novikov matrices, that are characterized in

Theorems 5.10 and 5.11. In Theorem 5.13, we prove the surprising result that the

last matrix produced by the SSSA has polynomial entries (1) in Z((t)), although

the intermediate Novikov matrices may exhibit entries which are infinite series.

In Section 6, we prove in Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 that the modules and differentials

(Er, dr) of the spectral sequence may be retrieved from the sequence of Novikov

matrices produced by the SSSA. More specifically, the SSSA provides a system

(1) A polinomial in Z((t)) is a finite sum of powers of t, t`, with ` ∈ Z.
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which spans Er in terms of the original basis of N∗(f) as well as identifies all

differentials drp : Erp → Erp−r. Finding a system of (r − 1)-cycles that span Er

in terms of the original basis of N∗(f) is a non-trivial matter. In Section 7 we

obtain in Theorem 7.2 a global dynamical cancellation theorem for circle-valued

Morse functions via spectral sequences analysis.

Hence, the emphasis in this article is on the spectral sequence analysis and

its correlation to the dynamics. The importance of this method is that it estab-

lishes the foundation for future investigation on the algebraic implications to the

dynamics in the Novikov setting in higher dimensions.

2. Characterization of the Novikov complex

The goal of this section is to prove a characterization of the Novikov differen-

tial in the case of orientable surfaces, which will be essential for both dynamical

and algebraic further results. Initially we present some background material on

circle-valued functions and Novikov complex over Z((t)). Further details can be

found in [12].

Denote by Z[t, t−1] the Laurent polynomial ring. Let Z((t)) be the set con-

sisting of all Laurent series

λ =
∑

i∈Z
ait

i

in one variable with coefficients ai ∈ Z, such that the part of λ with negative

exponents is finite, i.e. there is n = n(λ) such that ak = 0 if k < n(λ). In fact,

Z((t)) has a natural ring structure such that the inclusion Z[t, t−1] ⊂ Z((t)) is

a homomorphism. Moreover, Z((t)) is a Euclidean ring.

Let M be a closed connected manifold and f : M → S1 be a smooth map from

M to the one-dimensional sphere (2). Given a point x ∈M and a neighbourhood

V of f(x) in S1 diffeomorphic to an open interval of R, the map f |f−1(V ) is

identified to a smooth map from f−1(V ) to R. Therefore, in this context one

can define non-degenerate critical points and Morse index as in the classical case

of smooth real-valued function. A smooth map f : M → S1 is called a circle-

valued Morse function if its critical points are non-degenerate. The set of critical

points of f will be denoted by Crit(f) and Critk(f) is the set of critical points

of f of index k.

Considering the exponential function Exp: R → S1 given by t 7→ e2πit and

the infinite cyclic covering E : M → M induced by the map f : M → S1 from

the universal covering Exp, there exists a map F : M → R which makes the

(2) S1 is viewed as the submanifold {(x, y) ∈ R2 | x2 + y2 = 1} and is endowed with the

corresponding smooth structure.
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following diagram commutative:

M
F
//

E

��

R

Exp

��

M
f
// S1.

Moreover, f is a circle-valued Morse function if and only if F is a real-valued

Morse function. Observe that if Crit(F ) is non-empty then it has infinite car-

dinality. If M is non-compact, one cannot apply the classical Morse theory to

study F , however, one can restrict F to a fundamental cobordism W of M ,

which is compact, and apply the techniques of Morse theory. The fundamental

cobordism W is defined as W = F−1([a− 1, a]), where a is a regular value of F .

The cobordism W can be viewed as the manifold M obtained by cutting along

the submanifold V = f−1(α), where α = Exp(a). Hence, W is a cobordism with

both boundary components diffeomorphic to V .

Given a circle-valued Morse function f , consider the vector field v = −∇f .

One says that f satisfies the transversality condition if the lift of v to M satisfies

the classical transversality condition on the unstable and stable manifolds.

From now on, we consider circle-valued Morse functions f such that v =

−∇f satisfies the transversality condition. Denote by v the lift of v to M and

arbitrarily choose orientations for all unstable manifolds Wu(p) of critical points

of f .

Given p ∈ Critk(f) and q ∈ Critk−1(f), the Novikov incidence coefficient

between p and q is defined as

N(p, q; f) =
∑

`∈Z
n(p, t`q; v)t`,

where n(p, t`q; v) is the intersection number between the critical points p and t`q

of F , i.e. the number obtained by counting with signs the flow lines of v from

p to tlq, when one considers the orientations on the unstable manifolds Wu(p)

and Wu(t`q) according to the previous fixed orientations in Wu(p) and Wu(q).

For more details, see [1] and [12].

Let Nk be the Z((t))-module freely generated by the critical points of f of

index k. Consider the k-th boundary operator ∂k : Nk → Nk−1 which is defined

on a generator p ∈ Critk(f) by

∂k(p) =
∑

q∈Critk−1(f)

N(p, q; f)q

and extended to all chains by linearity. In [12] it is proved that ∂k ◦ ∂k+1 = 0,

hence (N∗(f), ∂) is a chain complex which is called the Novikov complex associ-

ated to the pair (f, v).
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One can view the Novikov differential ∂ as a matrix ∆ where each column cor-

responds to generators p, q ∈ Crit(f) and the entries are the coefficientsN(p, q; f)

of the Novikov differential ∂. Moreover, without loss of generality, one assumes

that the columns of ∆ are ordered with respect to the Morse indices of the critical

points, e.g. in increasing order of Morse index. See Figure 1.

∆k−1

∆k

∆k+1

∆k+2

NkNk−1 Nk+1 Nk+2 NnN0

0

Nk−1

Nk−2

Nk

Nk+1

Nn

N0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

0

...

...

· · · · · ·

∆ =

Figure 1. Novikov differential viewed as a matrix, where ∆k is the matri-

cial representation of ∂k.

In the case when M is a surface, the columns of ∆ may be partitioned into

subsets J0, J1, J2 such that Js are the columns associated with critical points

of index s, i.e. the generators of Ns. Hence, the non-zero entries of the matrix

∆ are in the block J0 × J1, which corresponds to connections from saddles to

sinks, and in the block J1 × J2, which corresponds to connections from sources

to saddles. The block J0 × J1 (respectively, J1 × J2) is referred to as the first

block (respectively, second block) of the matrix ∆. Figure 2 illustrates a possible

structure for a Novikov differential associated to a circle-valued Morse function

on a surface.

J0 J1 J2

J0

J1

J2

∆J0J1

∆J1J2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 2. Novikov differential, with J0 = {1, 2, 3, 4}, J1 = {5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
and J0 = {10, 11, 12}.

From this point on, we will use the notation ∆ to denote interchangeably the

Novikov differential ∂ and its matrix representation.
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The following theorem presents special characteristics of the Novikov differ-

ential ∆ by describing the Novikov incidence coefficients. In order to do this,

we must define a fundamental domain. A cobordism W = F−1([a − 1; a + λ]),

where a is a regular value of F and λ ∈ N, is said to be a fundamental do-

main for (M ; f) if the following property is satisfied: given p ∈ Critk(f) and

q ∈ Critk−1(f), W contains a lift of each orbit of the flow v from p to q.

Theorem 2.1. Let M be an orientable surface and (N∗(f),∆) be the Novikov

complex associated to a circle-valued Morse function f : M → S1. The Novikov

incidence coefficient N(p, q; f) is either zero, a monomial ± t` or a binomial

t`1 − t`2 .

Proof. Given an orientable surface M , let Wλ = F−1([a − 1, a + λ]) be

a fundamental domain for (M,f). ThenWλ is an orientable compact surface with

boundary ∂Wλ, possibly empty. If ∂Wλ = ∅, define W̃λ = Wλ. In the case that

the boundary ∂Wλ is non-empty, it is the disjoint union of ∂W−λ = F−1(a− 1)

and ∂W+
λ = F−1(a + λ). Let W̃λ be the closed surface obtained from Wλ by

gluing a 2-dimensional disk along its boundary to each connected component

of ∂Wλ. Moreover, one can assume that each of its disks contains a singularity,

more specifically, a source if the disk is glued to ∂W+
λ and a sink if the disk

is glued to ∂W−λ . This procedure extends the Morse function F : Wλ → R to

a classical Morse function F̃ : W̃λ → R on a closed surface.

Given p ∈ Critk(f) and q ∈ Critk−1(f), the Novikov incidence coefficient

N(p, q; f) counts the number of flow lines from p to q with signs. Since, each of

these flow lines has a lift in Wλ, then N(p, q; f) can be obtained by analysing Wλ.

On the other hand, the intersection number n(p, t`q; v) between critical points p

and t`q in Wλ is the same as when considered in the surface W̃λ. Since W̃λ is

closed, n(p, t`q; v) is zero, when there are two flow lines from p to t`q. It is −1

or +1, when there is one flow line from p to t`q. See [4]. Therefore, the Novikov

incidence coefficient N(p, q; f) is:

(a) 0, if there are two flow lines from p to q in v which intersect the level set

f−1(a) the same number of times;

(b) ±t`, if there is only one flow line from p to q which intersects ` times the

level set f−1(a);

(c) t`1 − t`2 , if there are two flow lines from p to q in v, one intersecting `1
times the level set f−1(a) and the other one intersecting `2 times this

level set. �

Corollary 2.2 (Characterization of the Novikov differential on orientable

surfaces). Let M be an orientable surface and (N∗(f),∆) be the Novikov complex

associated to a circle-valued Morse function f : M → S1 such that the chosen
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orientation on the unstable manifold of each critical point of index 2 is the same.

Then there are three possibilities for either a column or a row j ∈ J1 of ∆:

(a) all entries are null,

(b) exactly one non-zero entry which is a binomial t`1−t`2 , for some `1, `2 ∈
Z,

(c) exactly two non-zero entries which are monomials t`1 and −t`2 , for some

`1, `2 ∈ Z,

(d) exactly one non-zero entry which is a monomial t`, for some ` ∈ Z.

Proof. If f does not have a critical point of index 1, then the Novikov matrix

is null. Suppose that f has at least one critical point of index 1, i.e. a saddle. In

this case, it is clear that, given a row (respectively, column) j ∈ J1 of ∆, there

are at most two non-zero entries in this row (respectively, column). In fact,

there are exactly two flow lines whose ω-limit (respectively, α-limit) sets are the

same saddle. By [4], choosing the same orientation for each unstable manifold

of critical points of index 2, the signs on flow lines associated to the stable

(respectively, unstable) manifold of a saddle are opposite. Therefore, if there

are two flow lines from a source (respectively, saddle) p to a saddle (respectively,

sink) q intersecting a regular level set f−1(a) ` times, thenN(p, q; f) = t`−t` = 0.

On the other hand, if there is a flow line from a source (respectively, saddle) p

to a saddle (respectively, sink) q intersecting `1 times a regular level set f−1(a)

and a flow line from a source (respectively, saddle) p′ to the saddle (respectively,

sink) q intersecting `2 times the same regular level set, then N(p, q; f) = ±t`1
and N(p′, q; f) = ∓t`2 . In particular, if p′ = p then N(p, q; f) = ±t`1 ∓ t`2 . Case

(d) occurs in two situations. First when, given a saddle q, one of the flow lines in

W s(q) has as α-limit a source p and the other flow line in W s(q) has as α-limit

a periodic orbit. Hence N(p, q; f) = ±t`. Secondly, given a saddle p, one of the

flow lines in Wu(p) has as ω-limit a sink q and the other flow line in Wu(p) has

as ω-limit a periodic orbit. Hence N(p, q; f) = ±t`. �

3. Spectral sequence for a Novikov complex

In this section, we present the basic results on spectral sequences associated

to filtered chain complexes. This section is based on the references [7] and [14].

A spectral sequence E over Z((t)) is a sequence {Er, ∂r}, for r ≥ 0, such that:

Er is a bigraded module over Z((t)), i.e. an indexed collection of R-modules

Erp,q, for all p, q ∈ Z; dr is a differential of degree (−r, r − 1) on Er, i.e. an

indexed collection of homomorphisms dr : Erp,q → Erp−r,q+r−1, for all p, q ∈ Z,

and (dr)2 = 0. Moreover, there exists an isomorphism H(Er) ≈ Er+1, for all

r ≥ 0, where

Hp,q(E
r) =

Ker dr : Erp,q → Erp−r,q+r−1

Im dr : Erp+r,q−r+1 → Erp,q
.
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Given a chain complex (C∗, ∂), an increasing filtration F in C∗ is a sequence

of submodules FpC for all integers p such that FpC ⊂ Fp+1C. Since C is

a graded module, the filtration must be compatible with the gradation, i.e. FpC
is graded by {FpCq}.

Let (N∗(f),∆) be a Novikov complex and F = {FpN} be a filtration on this

complex defined by

(3.1) FpN = Z((t))
[
h1
k1 , h

2
k2 . . . , h

p+1
kp+1

]
.

Note that, for each p ∈ Z, there is only one singularity in FpN \ Fp−1N , hence

the filtration F is called a finest filtration. The filtration F is convergent, i.e.⋂
p
FpN = 0 and

⋃
p
FpN = N . In fact, F is finite, that is, FpN = 0 for some

p and Fp′N = N for some p′. Moreover, the filtration F is bounded below (i.e.

given q, there exists ε(q) such that Fε(q)Nq = 0) and hence, the induced filtration

on H∗(N ) is also bounded below.

Since the filtration F on the chain complex (N∗(f),∆) is bounded below and

convergent, then there exists a convergent spectral sequence with

E0
p,q = FpNp+q/Fp−1Np+q = G(N )p,q,

E1
p,q ≈ H(p+q)(FpNp+q/Fp−1Np+q)

and E∞ is isomorphic to the module GH∗(N ). This result associates a spectral

sequence to a filtered chain complex and its proof can be found in [14]. The

algebraic formulas for the modules are

Erp,q = Zrp,q/(Z
r−1
p−1,q+1 + ∂Zr−1

p+r−1,q−r+2),

where

Zrp,q = {c ∈ FpNp+q | ∂c ∈ Fp−rNp+q−1}.
Whenever the filtration considered is a finest filtration F , the only q such that

Erp,q is non-zero is q = k − p. Hence, we omit reference to q, i.e. Erp is in fact

Erp,k−p. Note that, E∞ does not determine H∗(N ) completely, but

E∞p,q ≈ GH∗(N )p,q =
FpHp+q(N )

Fp−1Hp+q(N )
.

However, it is a well-known fact [7] that whenever GH∗(N )p,q is free and the

filtration is bounded,

(3.2)
⊕

p+q=k

GH∗(N )p,q ≈ Hp+q(N ).

In the more general setting of a circle-valued function on an n-dimensional man-

ifold, (3.2) need not be true. However, as a consequence of Theorem 5.1, which

will be proved in Section 5, in the 2-dimensional setting, GH∗(N )p,q is free for

all p and q and thus (3.2) holds. In this case, it follows that the spectral sequence
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associated to the filtered Novikov complex (N ,∆), defined by the pair (f,M),

converges to the Novikov homology of M :

E∞p,q ≈ GH∗(N )p,q =
FpHp+q(N )

Fp−1Hp+q(N )
≈ HNov

∗ (M,f).

4. Spectral Sequence Sweeping Algorithm for a Novikov complex

A square matrix will be called a Novikov matrix if it is a strictly upper

triangular matrix with square zero and entries in the ring Z((t)). In particular,

a Novikov differential is a Novikov matrix.

In this section, we introduce the Spectral Sequence Sweeping Algorithm

(SSSA) for a Novikov matrix associated to a Novikov complex (N∗(f),∆) on

an orientable surface. The SSSA constructs a family of Novikov matrices {∆r,

r ≥ 0} recursively, where ∆0 = ∆, by considering at each stage the r-th diagonal.

Spectral Sequence Sweeping Algorithm (SSSA). For a fixed r-th di-

agonal (3), the method described below must be applied for all ∆k for k = 0, 1, 2

simultaneously.

A. Initial step.

1. Without loss of generality, we assume that the first diagonal of ∆ contains

non-zero entries ∆i,j where j ∈ Jk and i ∈ Jk−1. Whenever the first diagonal

contains only zero entries, we define ∆1 = ∆ and we repeat this step until we

reach a diagonal of ∆ which contains non-zero entries.

The non-zero entries ∆i,j of the first diagonal are called index k primary

pivots. It follows that the entries ∆s,j for s > i are all zero.

We end this first step by defining ∆1 as ∆ with the index k primary pivots

on the first diagonal marked.

2. Consider the matrix ∆1 and let ∆1
i,j be the entries in ∆1 where the

i ∈ Jk−1 and j ∈ Jk. Analogously to step one, we assume without loss of

generality that the second diagonal contains non-zero entries ∆1
i,j . We now

construct a matrix ∆2 following the procedure:

Given a non-zero entry ∆1
i,j on the second diagonal of ∆1:

(a) If there are no primary pivots in row i and column j, mark it as an index

k primary pivot and the numerical value of the entry remains the same,

i.e. ∆2
i,j = ∆1

i,j .

(b) If this is not the case, consider the entries in column j and in a row s

with s > i in ∆1.

(b1) If there is an index k primary pivot in an entry in column j and in

a row s, with s > i, then the numerical value remains the same and

the entry is left unmarked, i.e. ∆2
i,j = ∆1

i,j .

(3) By r-th diagonal one means the collection of entries ∆ij of ∆ such that j − i = r.
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(b2) If there are no primary pivots in column j below ∆1
i,j then there

is an index k primary pivot in row i, say a column u of ∆1, with

u < j. In this case, we define ∆2
i,j = ∆1

i,j and this entry is marked

as a change-of-basis pivot.

Note that we have defined a matrix ∆2 which is actually equal to

∆1 except that the second diagonal is marked with primary and

change-of-basis pivots.

B. Intermediate step.

In this step we consider a matrix ∆r with the primary and change-of-basis

pivots marked on the ξ-th diagonal for all ξ ≤ r. We now describe how ∆r+1

is defined. If there does not exist a change-of-basis pivot on the r-th diagonal

we go directly to step B.2, that is, we define ∆r+1 = ∆r with diagonal (r + 1)

marked with primary and change-of-basis pivots as in B.2.

B.1. Change of basis. Suppose ∆r
i,j is a change-of-basis pivot on the r-th

diagonal. Since we have a change-of-basis pivot in row i, there is a column,

namely u-th column, associated to a k-chain such that ∆r
i,u is a primary pivot.

Then, perform a change of basis on ∆r in order to zero out the entry ∆r
i,j without

introducing non-zero entries in ∆r
s,j for s > i. We will prove in Theorem 5.1 that

all the entries in ∆r which are primary pivots are equal to ±tl1 ± tl2 and, since

these entries are invertible in Z((t)), it is always possible choosing a particular

change of basis using only columns j and u of ∆r.

Once this is done, we obtain a k-chain associated to column j of ∆r+1. It is

a linear combination over Z((t)) of columns u and j of ∆r such that ∆r+1
i,j = 0.

It is also a particular linear combination of the columns of ∆ in Jk on and to

the left of column j.

Let k1 be the column of ∆r which is associated to a k-chain. We denote by

σj,rk the Morse index k-chain corresponding to column j of ∆r. We have

σj,rk =

j∑

`=k1

cj,r` h`k,

and column j of ∆r+1 corresponds to

(4.1) σj,r+1
k = σj,rk −∆r

i,j(∆
r
i,u)−1σu,rk = cj,r+1

k1
hk1k + . . .+ cj,r+1

j−1 hj−1
k + cj,r+1

j hjk

where cj,r+1
` ∈ Z((t)) and cj,r+1

j = 1.

Therefore the matrix ∆r+1 has entries determined by a change of basis over

Z((t)) of ∆r. In particular, all the change-of-basis pivots on the r-th diagonal of

∆r are zero in ∆r+1.

Once the above procedure is done for all change-of-basis pivots of the r-th

diagonal of ∆r, we can define a change-of-basis matrix T r such that ∆r+1 =

(T r)−1∆rT r.
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B.2. Marking the diagonal (r+1) of ∆r+1. Consider the matrix ∆r+1 defined

in the previous step. We mark diagonal (r+1) with primary and change-of-basis

pivots as follows:

Given a non-zero entry ∆r+1
i,j :

(a) If there are no primary pivots in row i and column j, mark it as an index

k primary pivot.

(b) If this is not the case, consider the entries in column j and in a row s

with s > i in ∆r+1.

(b1) If there is an index k primary pivot in the entries in column j below

∆r+1
i,j then leave the entry unmarked.

(b2) If there are no primary pivots in column j below ∆r+1
i,j then there

is an index k primary pivot in row i, say in the column u of ∆r+1,

with u < j. In this case, mark it as a change-of-basis pivot.

C. Final step.

We repeat the above procedure until all diagonals have been considered.

Note that in the SSSA the columns of the matrix ∆ are not necessarily or-

dered with respect to k, or equivalently, that the singularities hk are not ordered

with respect to the filtration. In this work, without loss of generality, we con-

sider the singularities to be ordered with respect to the Morse index for the sole

reason of simplifying notation.

h1
0

h2
0

h4
1

h3
1

h6
1

h5
1

h8
2

h7
2

f−1(a)

Figure 3. Circle-valued Morse function on the torus.

In order to perform the particular change of basis (4.1) in step B.1 of the

SSSA, the primary pivots must be invertible polynomials in the ring Z((t)).

Otherwise, the change of basis in (4.1) is not well defined. The example below
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h2
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h5
1

h6
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h8
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t− 1 −1 −1 −t
1t10

1 −1
−t2 1

t− 1 0

t −1

Figure 4. Novikov matrix.

t− 1 −1 −1 −t
1t10

1 −1
−t2 1

t− 1 0

t −1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

h1
0 h2

0 h3
1 h4

1 h5
1 h6

1 h7
2 h8

2

h1
0

h2
0

h3
1

h4
1

h5
1

h6
1

h7
2

h8
2

σj,10 = hj0 for j ∈ J0; σj,11 = hj1 for j ∈ J1; σj,12 = hj2 for j ∈ J2.

Figure 5. ∆1, marking primary pivots.

h

t− 1 −1 −1 −t
1t10

1 −1
−t2 1

t− 1 0

t −1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

h1
0 h2

0 h3
1 h4

1 h5
1 h6

1 h7
2 h8

2

h1
0

h2
0

h3
1

h4
1

h5
1

h6
1

h7
2

h8
2

σj,20 = hj0 for j ∈ J0; σj,21 = hj1 for j ∈ J1; σj,22 = hj2 for j ∈ J2.

Figure 6. ∆2, marking change-of-basis pivot.

shows a Novikov differential for which all changes of bases are well defined and

hence the SSSA is correct.

Example 4.1. Figure 3 illustrates a flow on the torus T 2 associated to

a circle-valued Morse function f defined on T 2, where a is a regular value
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t− 1 0 −1 −t
1t10

1 t−1

t2 1−t
t−1 (t−1)t−1

t 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

σ1,3
0 σ2,3

0 σ3,3
1 σ4,3

1 σ5,3
1 σ6,3

1 σ7,3
2 σ8,3

2

σ1,3
0

σ2,3
0

σ3,3
1

σ4,3
1

σ5,3
1

σ6,3
1

σ7,3
2

σ8,3
2

t−1 +1

σ4,3
1 = h41 + (t− 1)−1h31; σ8,3

1 = h82 + t−1h72.

σj,3k = σj,2k for all the remaining σ’s.

Figure 7. ∆3, marking pivots.
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1t10
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0
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1 σ5,4
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2 σ8,4

2

σ1,4
0

σ2,4
0

σ3,4
1

σ4,4
1

σ5,4
1

σ6,4
1

σ7,4
2

σ8,4
2

t2
t−1

σ5,4
1 = h51 + (t− 1)−1h31.

σj,4k = σj,3k for all the remaining σ’s.

Figure 8. ∆4, marking change-of-basis pivot.

t− 1 0 0 0

1010
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t 0

0

0
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σ1,5
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0 σ3,5
1 σ4,5

1 σ5,5
1 σ6,5

1 σ7,5
2 σ8,5

2

σ1,5
0

σ2,5
0

σ3,5
1

σ4,5
1

σ5,5
1

σ6,5
1

σ7,5
2

σ8,5
2

0

σ5,5
1 = h51 − t h41; σ6,5

1 = h61 + t(t− 1)−1h31;

σj,5k = σj,4k for all the remaining σ’s.

Figure 9. ∆5, marking change-of-basis pivot.

of f . The Novikov chain groups are generated by the critical points as follows:

N0 = {h1
0, h

2
0}, N1 = {h3

1, h
4
1, h

5
1, h

6
1} and N2 = {h7

2, h
8
2}. Choosing orientations
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for the unstable manifolds of the critical points of f as indicated in Figure 3, the

Novikov matrix associated to ∂ is presented in Figure 4.

Applying the SSSA to the Novikov matrix ∆ in Figure 4, one obtains the

sequence of Novikov matrices ∆1, . . . ,∆6 presented in Figures 5–10, respectively.

In these figures, the markup process at the r-th iteration is done as follows:

primary pivots are encircled and change-of-basis pivots are encased in boxes.

Note that, in this example, each marked primary pivot in ∆r is invertible

in the ring Z((t)), making it possible to apply the SSSA and obtain the next

Novikov matrix ∆r+1.

t− 1 0 0 0

0010

0

0 0

t−1 (t−1)t−1

t 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

σ1,6
0 σ2,6

0 σ3,6
1 σ4,6

1 σ5,6
1 σ6,6

1 σ7,6
2 σ8,6

2

σ1,6
0

σ2,6
0

σ3,6
1

σ4,6
1

σ5,6
1

σ6,6
1

σ7,6
2

σ8,6
2

0

σ6,6
1 =h61 − h41;

σj,6k = σj,5k for all the remaining σ’s.

Figure 10. ∆6 for Example 4.1.

5. Characterization of the Novikov matrices

The primordial aim in this section is to show that the SSSA is proved to be

correct for all Novikov differentials of a 2-dimensional Novikov complex. This is

done by showing that, given a Novikov differential ∆, all primary pivots deter-

mined by the SSSA are invertible polynomials in the ring Z((t)). In fact, they

are monomials with coefficient ±1 or binomials with coefficients ±1. Through-

out this section, the term monomial (respectively, binomial) will be used to refer

to polynomials in Z((t)) of the form ±t` (respectively, t`1 − t`2), where ` ∈ Z
(respectively, `1, `2 ∈ Z).

Theorem 5.1. Given a Novikov differential ∆, the primary pivots and the

change-of-basis pivots in the SSSA are polynomials of the form t` or t`1 − t`2 ,

where `, `1, `2 ∈ Z.

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.10,

Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.11. Theorem 5.10 gives a characterization of the

columns of the first block J0×J1 of ∆ and Theorem 5.11 gives a characterization

of the rows of the second block J0 × J1 of ∆.
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Lemma 5.2 asserts that we cannot have more than one primary pivot in

a fixed row or column. Moreover, if there is a primary pivot in row i, then there

is no primary pivot in column i.

Lemma 5.2. Let ∆ be a Novikov differential for which the SSSA is proved

correct up to step R. Let ∆1, . . . ,∆R be the family of Novikov matrices produced

by the SSSA until step R. Given two primary pivots, the ij-th entry ∆r
i,j and

the ml-th entry ∆r
m,l, then {i, j} ∩ {m, l} = ∅.

We omit the proof of Lemma 5.2, since it is similar in nature to proof of

Proposition 3.2 in [6], where the SSSA was designed for a Morse chain complex

over Z. The next lemma implies that, in order to know the pivots which will

appear during the execution of the SSSA, one can apply this algorithm separately

in block J0 × J1 and J1 × J2.

Lemma 5.3. Let ∆ be a Novikov differential for which the SSSA is proved

correct up to step R. Then, the change of basis caused by change-of-basis pivots

in block J0 × J1 do not affect the pivots in block J1 × J2. In other words, mul-

tiplication by (T r)−1 does not change the primary and change-of-basis pivots in

block J1 × J2 .

Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that there is only one change-

of-basis pivot ∆r
i,j in ∆r with j ∈ J1, and let ∆r

i,u be the primary pivot in

row i. The change-of-basis matrix T r has unit diagonal and the only non-zero

entry off the diagonal is T ru,j = −∆r
i,j(∆

r
i,u)−1. Hence, (T r)−1 has unit diagonal

and the only non-zero entry off the diagonal is (T r)−1
u,j = −T ru,j = ∆r

i,j(∆
r
i,u)−1.

Therefore, multiplication by (T r)−1 will only affect row u of ∆r. By Lemma 5.2,

there are no primary pivots in row u and hence there are no change-of-basis

pivots in row u as well. �

Before proving Theorem 5.1, we introduce the notation and terminology that

will be used in the proof. From now on, we consider the SSSA without realising

the pre-multiplication by (T r)−1, unless mentioned otherwise.

Let ∆r
i,j be a change-of-basis pivot caused by a primary pivot ∆r

i,u. Suppose

a change of basis determined by ∆r
i,j is performed by the SSSA in the matrix

∆r, i.e. in the step (r + 1), one has

σj,r+1
k = σj,rk −∆r

i,j(∆
r
i,u)−1σu,rk .

Hence, whenever this change of basis occurs, only column j of the matrix ∆r is

modified, in fact, for each s = 0, . . . , i, the entry ∆r
s,j is added to a multiple of

the entry ∆r
s,u, where u is the column of the primary pivot in row i. In other

words, ∆r+1
s,j = ∆r

s,j −∆r
i,j(∆

r
i,u)−1∆r

s,u. See the matrix in Figure 11 (this figure

shows part of the block associated with index k, as the r-th diagonal is swept).
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u j

s

i




...
...

· · · ∆r
s,u · · · ∆r

s,j · · ·
...

. . .
...

· · · ∆r
i,u · · · ∆r

i,j · · ·
...

...




Figure 11. ∆r
Jk−1Jk

; marking change-of-basis pivot.

Definition 5.4. In the situation described above and represented in Fig-

ure 11, we assert that the entry ∆r
s,u in column u generates (4) the entry ∆r+1

s,j

in column j in ∆r+1, whenever ∆r
s,u 6= 0.

Note that if an entry in a column j generates another entry in a column t

then t > j, i.e. ∆r
s,j generates an entry in a column on the right of the column j.

Example 5.5. It is helpful to keep in mind some configurations that allow

an entry ∆r
s,u 6= 0 to generate another entry ∆r+1

s,j . Consider for instance that

∆r
i,u = t` and ∆r

i,j = −t˜̀. We list some of the possibilities for the entries in

positions (s, u) and (s, j) of ∆r:

(a) ∆r
s,u = tl and ∆r

s,j = 0. In this case, ∆r+1
s,j = ∆r

s,j −∆r
i,j(∆

r
i,u)−1∆r

s,u =

t
˜̀
t−`tl, see Figure 12.

(b) ∆r
s,u = −tl and ∆r

s,j = tl̃. In this case, ∆r+1
s,j = ∆r

s,j −∆r
i,j(∆

r
i,u)−1∆r

s,u

= tl̃ − t˜̀t−`tl, see Figure 13.

(c) ∆r
s,u = tl−tl̃ and ∆r

s,j = 0. In this case, ∆r+1
s,j = ∆r

s,j−∆r
i,j(∆

r
i,u)−1∆r

s,u

= t
˜̀
t−`(tl − tl̃), see Figure 14.

u j

s

i




...
...

· · · tl · · · 0 · · ·
...

. . .
...

· · · t` · · · −t˜̀ · · ·
...

...




u j

s

i




...
...

· · · tl · · · t
˜̀−`+l · · ·

...
. . .

...
· · · t` · · · 0 · · ·

...
...




SSSA

Figure 12. ∆r
Jk−1Jk

and ∆r+1
Jk−1Jk

, respectively.

Figures 12–14 show part of the block associated with index k, as the r-th diagonal

is swept.

(4) If an entry ∆ξ
s,u with ξ < r does not change until step r, i.e. ∆ξ

s,u = ∆ξ+1
s,u = . . . = ∆r

s,u,

and ∆r
s,u generates ∆r+1

s,j , we say that ∆ξ
s,u generates ∆r+1

s,j .
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u j

s

i
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· · · −tl · · · tl̃ · · ·
...

. . .
...

· · · t` · · · −t˜̀ · · ·
...

...




u j

s

i




...
...

· · · −tl · · · tl̃ − t
˜̀−`+l · · ·

...
. . .

...
· · · t` · · · 0 · · ·

...
...




SSSA

Figure 13. ∆r
Jk−1Jk

and ∆r+1
Jk−1Jk

, respectively.

u j

s

i




...
...

· · · tl − tl̃ · · · 0 · · ·
...

. . .
...

· · · t` · · · −t˜̀ · · ·
...

...




u j

s

i




...
...

· · · tl − tl̃ · · · t
˜̀−`+l − t

˜̀−`+l̃ · · ·
...

. . .
...

· · · t` · · · 0 · · ·
...

...




SSSA

Figure 14. ∆r
Jk−1Jk

and ∆r+1
Jk−1Jk

, respectively.

In fact, we will see that, as a consequence of Theorem 5.11, the cases shown

in the previous example are the only possibilities up to sign of generating entries

by a change of basis in block J1× J2. Of course, in block J0× J1 there are more

possibilities.

Lemma 5.6. An entry which is or will be marked as a primary or a change-

of-basis pivot never generates entries.

Proof. If an entry ∆r
s,u generates an entry in ∆r+1, then there must be

a primary pivot in column u and row i > s, which was marked in step ξ < r.

Hence, ∆r
s,u cannot be marked as a pivot in any given step r. �

Definition 5.7. Let ∆ be a Novikov differential.

(a) When an entry ∆r
s,u generates another one ∆r+1

s,j , we say that ∆r+1
s,j is

an immediate successor of ∆r+1
s,u .

(b) A sequence of entries {∆ξ0
s,j0

,∆ξ2
s,j2

, . . . ,∆
ξf
s,jf
} such that each entry is an

immediate successor of the previous one is called a generation sequence.

(c) Given an entry ∆ξ
s,u of ∆ξ, the ∆ξ

s,u-lineage is defined to be the set of

all generation sequences whose first element is ∆ξ
s,u.

We will say that all the elements in these sequences are in the same lineage

or in ∆ξ
s,u-lineage. Also, an element of a generation sequence is said to be

a successor of every element of this sequence which is to its left.

Lemma 5.8. Let ∆ be a Novikov differential for which the SSSA is proved

correct up to step R. If ∆ has the property that at most one change-of-basis pivot
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is marked in a row during the SSSA until step R, then every lineage is formed

by a unique generation sequence.

Proof. By hypothesis, one has that in each row i at most one change-of-

basis pivot is marked through out the algorithm and if so the mark up is done

in step 2 ≤ ξ ≤ m− 1, where m is the order of ∆. Then an entry ∆ξ0
s,j0

in row s

generates at most one entry ∆ξ1
s,j1

through out the algorithm, and this entry will

necessarily be in a column j1 > j0 and diagonal ξ1 with ξ0 < ξ1 ≤ m−1. In fact,

if ∆ξ0
s,j0

generates two entries, then either there would be two change-of-basis

pivots in row i, which contradicts our initial hypothesis, or two primary pivots

in column j0, which cannot occur by the definition of primary pivots.

Now, if ξ1 ≤ m − 1, then ∆ξ1
s,j1

can generate at most a unique entry ∆ξ2
s,j2

where ξ1 < ξ2 ≤ m − 1 and j2 > j1 and this can be done successively. More

specifically, the entry ∆ξ
s,u is responsible for generating a unique immediate

successor and this successor can in turn generate a unique immediate successor

and thus it determines a full lineage of entries represented in one finite sequence

{∆ξ0
s,j0

,∆ξ1
s,j1

, . . .}, where 2 ≤ ξ0 < ξ1 < . . . ≤ m− 1, and j0 < j1 < . . . ≤ m. �

Corollary 5.9. Let ∆ be a matrix for which the SSSA is proved correct

up to step R. Suppose that the second block of ∆ has the property that at most

one change-of-basis pivot is marked in each row from the beginning until the end

of the SSSA. Therefore, each ∆ξ
s,u-lineage with s ∈ J1 is formed by a unique

generation sequence.

Proof. The SSSA applied to the first block J0 × J1 of ∆ does not interfere

in the number of change-of-basis pivots identified in block J1 × J2. �

uf jf

∆ς
JaJa+1

=
s

i




...
...

· · · ∆ς
s,uf

· · · ∆ς
s,jf

· · ·
...

. . .
...

· · · ∆ς
i,uf

· · · ∆ς
i,jf

· · ·
...

...




Figure 15. Generating a binomial from two monomial lineages.

Consider a ∆ξ
s,u-lineage which is formed by a unique generation sequence.

If this generation sequence contains only monomials (binomials, resp.) then

one says that ∆ξ
s,u-lineage is a monomial (binomial, resp.) lineage. However,

if ∆ξ
s,u is a monomial, then the ∆ξ

s,u-lineage could eventually contain binomi-

als. One way that this can occur is when row s is of type 3 in ∆, ∆ξ
s,u and
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∆ζ
s,j are monomials and the lineage determined by these entries merge giving

rise to a binomial. More specifically, suppose that the first binomial in row s

appears in ∆ς+1 then one has two monomial lineages {∆ξ
s,u,∆

ξ1
s,u1

, . . . ,∆
ξf
s,uf }

and {∆ζ
s,j ,∆

ζ1
s,j1

, . . . ,∆
ζf
s,jf
}, where ξf , ζf ≤ ς; observe that ∆

ξf
s,uf = ∆ς

s,uf
and

∆
ζf
s,jf

= ∆ς
s,jf

. The binomial will appear in ∆ς+1 as a consequence of a change

of basis caused by a change-of-basis pivot ∆ς
i,jf

and a primary pivot ∆ς
i,uf

in

a row i > s, as in Figure 15. In this case, ∆ς
s,uf

is the generator of the binomial

∆ς+1
s,jf

. Hence, we say that the ∆ζ
s,j-lineage ceases, i.e, this lineage remains the

same until ∆r+1 and the ∆ξ
s,u-lineage is an eventual binomial lineage. From this

point on, this lineage contains only binomials.

Once an element of a lineage is marked as a pivot, this lineage ceases, since

pivots do not generate entries, by Lemma 5.6.

The next theorem provides a characterization of columns in the first block

J0 × J1 of the Novikov matrices ∆r as the diagonals are swept.

Theorem 5.10 (First block characterization). Let ∆ be a Novikov differential

for which the SSSA is proved correct up to step R. Then we have the following

possibilities for a column j of the matrix ∆r with j ∈ J1 and r ≤ R:

(1) all the entries in column j are equal to zero, i.e. ∆r
•,j = 0;

(2) there is only one non-zero entry in column j and it is a binomial t`− t˜̀,
where `, ˜̀∈ Z;

(3) there are exactly two non-zero entries in column j and they are mono-

mials t` and −t˜̀, where `, ˜̀∈ Z;

(4) there is only one non-zero entry in column j and it is a monomial t`,

where ` ∈ Z.

Proof. The proof is done by induction. Note that the result is trivial for

∆1 and ∆2. In fact, the first change-of-basis pivot can only be detected from

the second diagonal of ∆, which implies that the entries of ∆ may change from

r = 3 onwards. Because of that the base of the induction is r = 3.

Step r = 3. To prove that the rows of ∆3 are of type (1)–(4), we will analyze

the effect a change-of-basis pivot marked in ∆2 has on ∆3. Suppose, without loss

of generality, that there is a change-of-basis pivot ∆2
i,i+2 on the second diagonal.

Consequently, ∆2
i,i+1 is a primary pivot marked in ∆1. Recall that columns in ∆2

are characterized by Corollary 2.2. Hence, one has the following possibilities:

1. Column i + 1 is of type (2). Column i + 2 can be of type (2), (3) or (4).

In each case, ∆3
i,i+2 = 0 and all the other entries in column i + 2 remain the

same, i.e. ∆3
s,i+2 = ∆2

s,i+2 for all s 6= i. If column i + 2 is of type (2) or (4)

(respectively, (3)) it turns into a column of type (1) (respectively, (4)).

2. Column i + 1 is of type 3. Then ∆2
i,i+1 is a monomial and there is s < i

such that ∆2
s,i+1 is also a monomial.
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(a) If the column i+2 is of type (2) (respectively, type (4)), then ∆3
i,i+2 = 0

and ∆3
s,i+2 = −∆2

s,i+1(∆2
i,i+1)−1∆2

i,i+2, which is a binomial (respec-

tively, monomial). Hence, the column i+ 2 remains of type (2) (respec-

tively, type (4)).

(b) If the column i + 2 is of type (3), then change-of-basis pivot ∆2
i,i+2 is

a monomial and there is s < i such that ∆2
s,i+2 is also a monomial. If

s = s, then ∆3
i,i+2 = 0 and ∆3

s,i+2 = ∆2
s,i+2 − ∆2

s,i+1(∆2
i,i+1)−1∆2

i,i+2,

which is either a binomial or zero. Hence, column i + 2 turns into a

column of type (2) or (1), respectively. On the other hand, if s 6= s, then

∆3
i,i+2 = 0, ∆3

s,i+2 = −∆2
s,i+1(∆2

i,i+1)−1∆2
i,i+2, which is a monomial,

and the other entries of column i + 2 remain the same. Hence, column

i+ 2 remains of type (3).

3. Column i+ 1 is of type (4). It is analogous to case 1.

Induction hypothesis. Suppose that the conclusion of the theorem holds for

3 ≤ r < R. We will show, that it also holds for r + 1.

Suppose that ∆r
i,j is a change-of-basis pivot in the r-th diagonal. Then there

is a primary pivot ∆r
i,u in a column u < j. We have one of the possibilities:

1. Column u is of type (2). Column j can be of type (2), (3) or (4). In all

cases, ∆r+1
i,j = 0 and all the other entries in column r + 1 remain the same. If

column j is of type (2) or (4) (respectively, type (3)) it turns into a column of

type (1) (respectively, type (4)).

2. Column u is of type (3). Then ∆r
i,u is a monomial and there is s < i such

that ∆r
s,u is also a monomial.

(a) If the column j is of type (2) (respectively, type (4)), then the change-

of-basis pivot ∆r
i,j is a binomial (respectively, monomial). In this case,

∆r+1
i,j = 0 and ∆r+1

s,j = −∆r
s,u(∆r

i,u)−1∆r
i,j , which is a binomial (respec-

tively, monomial). Hence, the column j remains of type (2), (respec-

tively, type (4)).

(b) If the column j is of type 3, then the change-of-basis pivot ∆r
i,j is a mono-

mial and there exists s̄ < i such that ∆r
s̄,j is also a monomial. If

s = s̄, then ∆r+1
i,j = 0 and ∆r+1

s,j = ∆r
s,j − ∆r

s,u(∆r
i,u)−1∆r

i,j , which

is either a binomial or zero. Hence, column j turns into a column of

type 2 or 1, respectively. On the other hand, if s 6= s̄, then ∆r+1
i,j = 0,

∆r+1
s,j = −∆r

s,u(∆r
i,u)−1∆r

i,j , which is a monomial, and the other entries

of column j remain the same. Hence, column j remains of type (3).

3. Column u is of type (4). The only non-zero entry in column u is the

primary pivot ∆r
i,u which is a monomial. Hence, in column j all the entries

remain the same besides the change-of-basis pivot ∆r+1
i,j = 0. If j is a column of

type (2) or (4) it turns into a column of type (1); if j is of type (3) it turns into

a column of type (4). �
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Theorem 5.11 (Second block characterization). Let ∆ be a Novikov differ-

ential for which the SSSA is proved correct up to step R. Then we have the

following possibilities for a non-zero row s ∈ J1 of the matrix ∆r produced by

the SSSA in step r ≤ R without realizing the pre-multiplication by (T r)−1:

(A) all non-null entries are binomials of the form t` − t˜̀, where `, ˜̀∈ Z;

(B) all non-null entries are monomials of the form t`, where ` ∈ Z;

(C) all non-null entries are either monomials t` or binomials t` − t˜̀. More-

over, if a column j ∈ J2 contains a binomial, then there are no mono-

mials in columns j′ ∈ J2 with j′ > j.

Proof. We will prove this theorem by induction in r ≤ R. In the course of

the proof, we will also prove the following set of statements:

(i) If an entry t` is a primary pivot in row i then at most one entry will be

marked as a change-of-basis pivot in row i.

(ii) An entry t`−t˜̀ is never marked as a change-of-basis pivot, i.e. all change-

of-basis pivots are monomials t`, for some ` ∈ Z.

(iii) If ∆r
s,j = tl − tl̃, ∆r

i,j is a change-of-basis pivot in row i > s and ∆r
i,u is

the primary pivot in row i with u < j, then ∆r
s,u is zero.

(iv) A primary pivot ∆r
i,u and a change-of-basis pivot ∆r

i,j in row i are always

monomials with opposite signs, i.e. ∆r
i,j = ±t` and ∆r

i,u = ∓t˜̀, for

`, ˜̀∈ Z.

(v) A monomial ∆r
s,u above a primary pivot ∆r

i,u and a monomial ∆r
s,j above

a change-of-basis pivot ∆r
i,j always have opposite signs, i.e. ∆r

s,j = ±tl
and ∆r

s,u = ∓tl̃, for l, l̃ ∈ Z.

Observe that the matrices ∆1 and ∆2 differ from the initial matrix ∆ only

in the mark-ups of primary and change-of-basis pivots, since the entries can only

change as of the 3-rd step of the SSSA.

Base case r = 3. In order to prove that the rows of ∆3 satisfy conditions (A),

(B) and (C) of the theorem, we must analyze the effect on a row of ∆3 caused

by a change-of-basis pivot marked in the second step r = 2 of the SSSA.

i+1 i+2

∆2
J1J2

=
s

i




...
...

· · · ∆2
s,i+1 ∆2

s,i+2 · · ·
...

...
· · · ∆2

i,i+1 ∆2
i,i+2 · · ·

...
...




Figure 16. Primary and change-of-basis pivots in the first and second di-

agonals of ∆2, respectively.
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Suppose, without loss of generality, that there is a change-of-basis pivot

∆2
i,i+2 on the second diagonal. Consequently, ∆2

i,i+1 is a primary pivot marked

in the first step of the SSSA, see Figure 16. Recall that the rows in ∆2 are

characterized by Corollary 2.2. A change-of-basis pivot only occurs in row i and

column i+ 2 if this row is of type (3). In what follows, we analyze the effect of

this change of basis on a row s with s < i:

1. If row s is null (i.e. of type (1)) then only row i is altered and becomes

a row of type (B).

2. Suppose that row s is of type (2). If the only non-zero entry in row s is

in a column different from i + 1, then row s remains unaltered and row i turns

into a row of type (B). On the other hand, if this non-zero entry is in the column

i + 1, which is the same column as that of the primary pivot, then row i turns

into a row of type (B) and row s turns into a row of type (A), as one can see in

Figure 17.

i+1 i+2

s

i




...
...

· · · tl−tl̃ 0 · · ·
...

...

· · · ±t` ∓t˜̀ · · ·
...

...




i+1 i+2

s

i




...
...

· · · tl−tl̃ t−
˜̀̀ l−t− ˜̀̀ l̃ · · ·

...
...

· · · ±t` 0 · · ·
...

...




SSSA

Figure 17. ∆2
J1J2

and ∆3
J1J2

, respectively.

3. Suppose that row s is of type (3). If ∆s,i+1 is zero, then row s remains

unaltered. If ∆2
s,i+1 = tl, one has two possibilities for ∆2

s,i+2, namely, 0 or tl̃.

In the first case, after performing the change of basis, row s turns into a row of

type (B) (see Figure 18), and in the second case it turns into a row of type (C)

(see Figure 19).

i+1 i+2

s

i




...
...

· · · ±tl 0 · · ·
...

...

· · · ±t` ∓t˜̀ · · ·
...

...




i+1 i+2

s

i




...
...

· · · ±tl ±t˜̀−`+l · · ·
...

...
· · · ±t` 0 · · ·

...
...




SSSA

Figure 18. ∆2
J1J2

and ∆3
J1J2

, respectively.

In the base case, it is ease to see that (i) through (v) hold.

In order to prove (i) note that, the only case that needs to be analyzed is

when ∆2
i,i+1 is a primary pivot and ∆2

i,i+2 is a change-of-basis pivot. Observe
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i+1 i+2

s

i




...
...

· · · ±tl ∓tl̃ · · ·
...

...

· · · ±t` ∓t˜̀ · · ·
...

...




i+1 i+2

s

i




...
...

· · · ±tl ∓tl̃ ± t
˜̀−`+l · · ·

...
...

· · · ±t` 0 · · ·
...

...




SSSA

Figure 19. ∆2
J1J2

and ∆3
J1J2

, respectively.

that ∆2
i,i+3 = 0, since rows of ∆2 have at most two non-zero entries. As pivots do

not generate entries, by Lemma 5.6, the entry ∆2
i,i+3 is not altered by change-

of-basis pivots marked in step 2. Hence, ∆3
i,i+3 = ∆2

i,i+3 = 0 and it is not

a change-of-basis pivot.

In order to prove (ii), we must consider each row s where the entry ∆3
s,s+3 =

tl − tl̃ was generated in ∆3, otherwise this entry would be in a row of type (2)

and hence, could not be a change-of-basis pivot. There are exactly two ways

that this entry can be generated: when row s was of type (2) and of type (3)

in ∆2. Suppose by contradiction that ∆3
s,s+3 is a change-of-basis pivot. Since

primary pivots do not generate entries and there exists at most one change-of-

basis pivots in a row then row s could not be of type (2) in ∆2, see Figure 13.

If row s was of type (3) in ∆2 then the primary pivot would generate ∆3
s,s+3

which also contradicts Lemma 5.6, see Figure 14. Consequently, ∆3
s,s+3 is not

a change-of-basis pivot.

In order to prove (iii), suppose by contradiction that ∆3
s,u 6= 0. Since rows of

the initial matrix ∆ do not admit two non-zero entries with one of them being

a binomial, see Corollary 2.2, then ∆2
s,u = ∆3

s,u generates ∆3
s,i+3 in ∆3. By

Definition 5.4, there must exist a change-of-basis pivot in the second diagonal in

a row ĩ > i and a primary pivot in row ĩ and column u, which contradicts the

fact that each column has at most one primary pivot.

Items (iv) and (v) are trivially true.

Induction hypothesis. Suppose that Theorem 5.11 and item (i) through (v)

hold for ξ ≤ r < R. We will show that they also hold for r + 1. First, note that

by the induction hypothesis, at most one entry in a fixed row in J1 is marked

as change-of-basis pivot up to step r. By Corollary 5.9, given an entry ∆s,u,

the ∆s,u-lineage is formed by a unique generation sequence until ∆r+1, which

is either a binomial lineage, if ∆s,u is a binomial; or a monomial lineage or an

eventual binomial lineage, if ∆s,u is a monomial (5). More specifically, if row s is

of type (2) in ∆, where ∆s,u 6= 0 is a binomial, then the ∆s,u-lineage is a binomial

lineage. If row s is of type (3), where ∆s,u and ∆s,j are monomials, then each

(5) Note that in this proof, whenever we assume the induction hypothesis for r, the index

r is shifted by one, i.e. r + 1, when referring to the lineages.
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monomial determines a lineage, which are either both monomial lineages or one

monomial lineage which ceases and merges with the other to create an eventual

binomial lineage. If row s is of type (4) in ∆, where ∆s,u is a monomial, then

∆s,u-lineage is monomial lineage. It is important to keep in mind that, if there

is at most one change of basis per row up to step r, then the ∆s,u-lineage is

formed by a unique generation sequence until ∆r+1. This follows since entries

in ∆r+1 can only be generated by change of basis determined in step r.

By the induction hypothesis, it follows that if ∆r
i,j is a change-of-basis pivot

on the r-th diagonal and ∆r
i,u is the primary pivot of row i, then these entries

must be monomials. Moreover, ∆r
i,j = ±t` and ∆r

i,u = ∓t˜̀, for `, ˜̀∈ Z.

Now we will prove that the statement of the Theorem 5.11 and item (i)

through (v) hold for r + 1.

•We will first show that the non-zero rows in ∆r+1 are of type (A), (B) or (C).

In order to prove this, we will perform all the possible changes of basis that could

occur due to a change-of-basis pivot in the r-th diagonal. Let the monomial ∆r
i,u

be the primary pivot in row i and the monomial ∆r
i,j be a change-of-basis pivot

in diagonal r. Observe that after the change of basis, row i will remain of the

same type. Each row s < i in ∆r is of type (A), (B) or (C), and thus one has

the following cases to analyze the effect a change of basis causes in row s (bear

in mind the configuration of the matrix in Figure 11):

1. If ∆r
s,u = 0, then row s remains unaltered after performing the change of

basis.

2. If ∆r
s,u 6= 0 and ∆r

s,j = 0, then ∆r+1
s,j = −∆r

i,j(∆
r
i,u)−1∆r

s,u, which is

a monomial if ∆r
s,u is a monomial, or a binomial if ∆r

s,u is a binomial. Hence,

row s remains of the same type.

3. If ∆r
s,u 6= 0 and ∆r

s,j 6= 0, by the induction hypothesis the only possible

case is ∆r
s,u = ±tl and ∆r

s,j = ∓tl̃. Then ∆r+1
s,j = ∆r

s,j−∆r
i,j(∆

r
i,u)−1∆r

s,u, which

ensures that ∆r+1
s,j is a zero entry or a binomial with coefficients equal to ±1.

Hence, row s turns into a row of type (B) or (C), respectively.

Hence, every row s ∈ J1 of ∆r+1 is also of type (A), (B) or (C).

• We will now show that item (i) holds for ∆r+1. Let ∆r+1
i,j be a change-of-

basis pivot marked in diagonal r+1. Suppose by contradiction that an entry ∆ξ
i,t,

where t < j, was marked as a change-of-basis pivot in an earlier step ξ < r + 1.

Consequently, the primary pivot in row i, which is in a column u < t, was marked

in a previous step < ξ. By item (ii) of the induction hypothesis, this primary

pivot is a monomial and it cannot generate entries, which implies that ∆ξ
i,t and

∆r+1
i,j are not in the lineage of this primary pivot. Therefore, ∆ξ

i,t and ∆r+1
i,j must

be in the same lineage, since these entries were generated up to step r + 1 by

the change-of-basis pivots up to step r, and by the induction hypothesis, there
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is only one change-of-basis pivot per row up to step r. This is a contradiction,

since by Lemma 5.6 the change-of-basis pivot ∆ξ
i,t cannot generate entries.

•We will prove item (ii) for r+ 1. Let ∆r+1
i,j be a binomial in diagonal r+ 1.

Suppose by contradiction that this entry is a change-of-basis pivot marked in

step r + 1. Let u be the column of the primary pivot in row i, hence u < j.

If row i was originally of type 2 in ∆2, then there is only one lineage in

row i until ∆r+1, which is a binomial lineage. Hence, ∆r+1
i,j is a successor of

the primary pivot in row i, which must have generated an entry, contradicting

Lemma 5.6.

If row i was of type (3) in ∆2, then originally there were two lineages that

merged in order to create a binomial. Note that the primary pivot in row i

cannot be a monomial, i.e. it cannot be marked before the two sequences have

merged, since pivots do not generate entries. Hence the primary pivot must

be a binomial. As we have seen in the previous paragraph, this contradicts

Lemma 5.6.

Note that row i could not be originally of type (4) in ∆2, since this row would

not contain binomials.

• We will prove item (iii) for r + 1. Let ∆r+1
i,j be a change-of-basis pivot

marked in diagonal r+1, ∆r+1
s,j be a binomial and let ∆r+1

i,u be the primary pivot

in row i. Suppose by contradiction that the entry ∆r+1
s,u is non-zero.

If row s is of type (2) in ∆2, then ∆r+1
s,u and ∆r+1

s,j are in the same lineage, i.e.

∆r+1
s,j must be a successor of ∆r+1

s,u , which is a contradiction. In fact, ∆r+1
s,j is not

an immediate successor of ∆r+1
s,u , since in this case it would imply the existence

of two primary pivots in column u. Moreover, ∆r+1
s,j is not an eventual successor

of ∆r+1
s,u , since it would imply the existence of two change-of-basis pivots in row

i marked up to step r.

If row s is of type (3) in ∆2 and if ∆r+1
s,u is a binomial then the argument is

the same as the one above. However, if ∆r+1
s,u is a monomial, one has two cases

to consider: ∆r+1
s,u and ∆r+1

s,j are in the same lineage or in different lineages. In

both cases there exists a ξ < r + 1 such that the entry ∆ξ
s,u generated an entry

in ∆ξ+1. Indeed, if they are in the same lineage, which is an eventual binomial

lineage, then the (s, j)-entry is a successor of the (s, u)-entry. Now, if they are

in different lineages, the lineage containing the (s, u)-entry ceases due to the

appearing of the first binomial in a step ξ∗ < r + 1, which appears in the entry

corresponding to the last element of this lineage. Hence, the last element in this

lineage cannot be ∆ξ∗−1
s,u since the entry ∆r+1

s,u is still a monomial. Therefore

there exists a ξ < ξ∗ < r + 1 such that ∆ξ
s,u generates an entry.

Note that row s could not be originally of type (4) in ∆2, since this row

would not contain binomials.
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• We will prove item for (iv) for r + 1, i.e. that a primary pivot ∆r+1
i,u and

a change-of-basis pivot ∆r+1
i,j in row i are always monomials with opposite signs.

As a consequence of the induction hypothesis (iv) and (v) for r, all elements

in a monomial lineage have the same sign, up to step ξ ≤ r+1. Moreover, if row

i was of type (3) in ∆, then the two monomial lineages of this row have opposite

signs. Now, suppose that there is a change-of-basis pivot ∆r+1
i,j in diagonal

r + 1 and let ∆r+1
i,u be the primary pivot in row i with u < j. Since pivots do

not generate entries by Lemma 5.6, the entries ∆r+1
i,j and ∆r+1

i,u are clearly in

different lineages, therefore they have opposite signs.

•We will prove item (v) for r+1, i.e. that a monomial ∆r+1
s,u above a primary

pivot ∆r+1
i,u and a monomial ∆r+1

s,j above a change-of-basis pivot ∆r+1
i,j always have

opposite signs.

As a consequence of the induction hypothesis (iv) and (v), until ∆r+1, all

elements in a monomial lineage have the same coefficient, which is either +1

or −1. Moreover, if row i was of type (2) in ∆, then the two monomial lineages

of this row have opposite signs. Let ∆r+1
s,u be a monomial above a primary pivot

∆r+1
i,u and ∆r+1

s,j be a monomial above a change-of-basis pivot ∆r+1
i,j . Observe

that, by the induction hypothesis, ∆r+1
s,u and ∆r+1

s,j are not in the same lineage.

Hence, they have opposite signs. �

We now proceed with the proof Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let ∆ be a Novikov differential. By the charac-

terization of the initial matrix, see Corollary 2.2, the entries of ∆ are invertible

in Z((t)); hence, one can apply the SSSA in ∆. Since the first change of basis

can only occur from step 2 to step 3, then the SSSA is correct until step 2, and

the entries of ∆1 are equal to the entries of ∆2. Now, using Lemma 5.3, one

can apply the SSSA to each block of ∆. Theorems 5.10 and 5.11 imply that

the pivots in ∆3 are invertible. Hence, the SSSA is also correct for ∆3. By

an induction argument, one can suppose that the SSSA is proved correct until

step r. Theorems 5.10 and 5.11 also imply that the SSSA is proved correct for

∆r+1. Therefore, Theorem 5.1 follows. �

Observe that, if ∆L is the last matrix produced by the SSSA, then the non-

null columns of ∆L are the columns containing primary pivots. The primary

pivots are non-zero and are unalterable after being identified. Moreover, ∆L ◦
∆L = 0.

The next example shows that during the application of the SSSA infinite

series can appear as entries of an intermediate matrix due to multiplication by

(T r)−1. However, the last matrix produced by the SSSA does not contain entries

which are infinite series.
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Example 5.12. Applying the SSSA to the Novikov matrix ∆ in Figure 4, one

obtains the sequence of Novikov matrices ∆1, . . . ,∆6 presented in Figures 5–10,

respectively. Observe that the entry ∆3
3,7 is an infinite Laurent series.

The next two results imply that the last matrix ∆L produced by the SSSA

never contains an entry which is an infinite series, rather all entries are Laurent

polynomials in Z((t)). The proof of Theorem 5.13 follows the same steps of the

proof of its analogous version in [9], where the SSSA is done over a field F.

Theorem 5.13. Given a Novikov complex (N∗(f),∆) on surfaces, let ∆L be

the last matrix produced by the SSSA over Z((t)). If column j of ∆L is non-null

then row j is null.

Proof. The statement of the lemma is equivalent to say that ∆L
j•∆

L
•j = 0 for

all j. If ∆L
•j = 0 then it is trivial that ∆L

j•∆
L
•j = 0. Suppose that ∆L

•j 6= 0. Let

s be an integer such that j ∈ Js. Labelling the primary pivots in block Js such

that, if ∆L
i1,j1

, . . . ,∆L
ia,ja

are the primary pivots in block Js, then i1 < . . . < ia,

one has that j1, . . . , ja are the non-null columns of Js. Moreover, ∆L
ia,ja

is the

unique non-zero entry in row ia. Row ia−1 has non-zero entry in column ja−1 and

may have another one non-zero entry in column ja, and so on. Since ∆L◦∆L = 0,

one has

0 = ∆L
ia•∆

L
•j′ = ∆L

iaja∆L
jaj′ ,

for all j′. Since ∆L
iaja

is a primary pivot, hence non-null, then ∆L
jaj′

= 0 for all

j′, i.e. ∆L
ja• = 0. Analogously, one has

0 = ∆L
ia−1•∆

L
•j′ = ∆L

ia−1ja−1
∆L
ja−1j′ + ∆L

ia−1ja∆L
jaj′ ,

for all j′. Since ∆L
ia−1ja−1

6= 0 and ∆L
jaj′

= 0, it follows that ∆L
ja−1j′

= 0 for

all j′, i.e. ∆L
ja−1• = 0. Proceeding in this way, one can show the nullity of rows

ja−2, . . . , j1. �

Corollary 5.14. Given a Novikov complex (N∗(f),∆) on a surface, let ∆L

be the last matrix produced by the SSSA over Z((t)). Then, the entries of ∆L

are monomials t` or binomials t` − t˜̀.
Proof. By Theorems 5.10 and 5.11, without performing the pre-multipli-

cation by (T r)−1, the entries of ∆r are monomials t` or binomials t`1 − t`2 .

Moreover, the pre-multiplication by (T r)−1 only affects row j if column j contains

a primary pivot. However, by Lemma 5.13, these rows will be zeroed out by the

time SSSA reaches the last matrix ∆L. �

6. Spectral Sequence (Er, dr) associated to SSSA

Let M be a smooth closed orientable 2-dimensional manifold, f : M → S1

be a circle-valued Morse function. Let (N∗(f),∆) be a Novikov chain complex
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with the finest filtration F and (Er, dr) be the associated spectral sequence, as

in Section 3. In this section, we show that the SSSA provides a mechanism

to recover the modules Er and differentials dr of the spectral sequence. More

specifically, the SSSA provides a system to detect the generators of Er in terms

of the original basis of N∗(f) and to identify the differentials dr with the primary

pivots in the r-th diagonal.

For instance, consider the Novikov complex (N∗(f),∆) presented in Exam-

ple 4.1. The matrices produced by the SSSA are illustrated in Figures 5–10. The

Novikov homology of the complex (N∗(f),∆) is given by

HNov
0 (M,f) = 0, HNov

1 (M,f) = 0, HNov
2 (M,f) = 0.

Consider the filtration F on (N∗(f),∆) defined by

FpNk =
⊕

h`
k, `≤p+1

Z((t))〈h`k〉.

The spectral sequence associated to (N∗(f),∆) endowed with this filtration F is

presented in Figure 20. Note that:

(1) Each Z((t))-module Erp is generated by a k-chain σp+1,r
k determined in

the r-th step of the SSSA.

(2) The differentials d1
2, d1

6, d3
3 and d3

7 are isomorphisms which could be in-

terpreted as the multiplication by the invertible polynomials ∆1
2,3, ∆1

6,7,

∆3
1,4 and ∆3

5,8, respectively.

(3) The spectral sequence (Er, dr) converges to the Novikov homology of

(N∗(f),∆).
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Figure 20. A spectral sequence associated to the Novikov complex (N∗,∆)

presented in Example 4.1.

In the 2-dimensional setting, we will prove that the remarks in (1) and (2)

hold for any Novikov chain complex endowed with a finest filtration. The first

step in this direction is the next proposition, which establishes a formula for the

modules Zrp,k−p via the chains σi,jk ’s determined by the SSSA applied to ∆.
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Proposition 6.1. Let κ be the first column in ∆ associated to a k-chain and

consider µj,ζ = 0 whenever the primary pivot of column j is below row (p−r+1)

and µj,ζ = 1 otherwise. Then

Zrp = Z((t))[µp+1,rσp+1,r
k , µp,r−1σp,r−1

k , . . . , µκ,r−p−1+κσκ,r−p−1+κ
k ].

Proof. By definition, σp+1−ξ,r−ξ
k is associated to column (p+ 1− ξ) of the

matrix ∆r−ξ, for ξ ∈ {0, . . . , p + 1 − κ}, and µp+1−ξ,r−ξ = 1 if and only if the

primary pivot on column (p+1−ξ) is in or above row (p+1−ξ)−(r−ξ) = p−r+1

or if this column does not have a primary pivot. If σp+1−ξ,r−ξ
k is such that

µp+1−ξ,r−ξ = 1, we show that σp+1−ξ,r−ξ
k is a k-chain which corresponds to

a generator of Zrp . In fact, σp+1−ξ,r−ξ
k is in FpNk for ξ ≥ 0. Furthermore, all

nonzero entries of column (p+1−ξ) of ∆r−ξ are in or above row (p−r+1), since

step (r − ξ) of SSSA has zeroed out all entries below diagonal (r − ξ). Hence,

the boundary of σp+1−ξ,r−ξ
k is in Fp−rNk−1.

On the other hand, any element in Zrp is a linear combination over Z((t)) of

µp+1−ξ,r−ξσp+1−ξ,r−ξ
k for ξ = 0, . . . , p + 1 − κ, as we prove below by multiple

induction in p and r.

Base case. 1. Denote by κ the first column of ∆ associated to a k-chain and

let ξ be such that the boundary of hκk is in Fκ−1−ξNk but it is not in Fκ−1−ξ−1Nk.

We will show that Zrκ−1 = Z((t))[µκ,rσκ,rk ]. Since Zrκ−1 is generated by k-chain

in Fκ−1Nk with boundaries in Fκ−1−rNk−1 and there is only one chain hκk in

Fκ−1Nk then:

(a) If ξ < r then ∂hκk /∈ Fκ−1−rNk−1. Thus, Zrκ−1 = 0.

(b) If ξ ≥ r than ∂hκk ∈ Fκ−1−rNk−1. Thus, Zrκ−1 = Z((t))[hκk ].

On the other hand, since there is no change of basis caused by the SSSA that

affects the first column of ∆k, σκ,rk = hκk , where σκ,rk is a k-chain associated

to the column κ of ∆r. Furthermore, µκ,r = 1 if and only if the boundary of

hκk = σκ,rk is in or above the r-th diagonal. Hence

(a) If ξ < r then µκ,r = 0. Thus Z((t))[µκ,rσκ,rk ] = 0.

(b) If ξ ≥ r then µκ,r = 1. Thus Z((t))[µκ,rσκ,rk ] = Z((t))[σκ,rk ] = Z((t))[hκk ].

It follows that in both cases Zrκ−1 = Z((t))[µκ,rσκ,rk ].

2. Denote by ξ1 the first diagonal in ∆ which contains a non-zero entry

in ∆k. Note that the non-zero entries of the columns of ∆ corresponding to

the chains hκk , . . . , h
p+1
k are in or above the row (p − ξ1 + 1). We will show

that Zξ1p = Z((t))[µp+1,ξ1σp+1,r
k , . . . , µκ,κ−p+1+ξ1σκ,κ−p+1+ξ1

k ]. By the definition

of Zξ1p and the remark above we have that Zξ1p = Z((t))[hp+1
k , . . . , hκk ]. On the

other hand, it is easy to see that σj,ξ1k = hjk, j = κ, . . . , p + 1 and µj,ξ1 = 1,

j = κ, . . . , p+ 1. Hence,

Z((t))[µp+1,ξ1σp+1,r
k , . . . , µκ,κ−p+1+ξ1σκ,κ−p+1+ξ1

k ] = Z((t))[hp+1
k , . . . , hκk ].
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Induction hypothesis. Suppose

Zr−1
p−1 = Z((t))[µp,r−1σp,r−1

k , . . . , µκ,r−p−1+κσκ,r−p−1+κ
k ].

Note that if µp+1,r = 0 then Zrp = Zr−1
p−1 and result in this case follows by the

induction hypothesis. Suppose that µp+1,r = 1 and let hk = bp+1hp+1
k + . . . +

bκhκk ∈ Zrp,k−p. If bp+1 = 0 then hk ∈ Zr−1
p−1 and the result follows. If bp+1 6= 0,

then

hk = bp+1σp+1,r
k + (bp − bp+1cp+1,r

p )hpk + . . .+ (bκ − bp+1cp+1,r
κ )hκk

and hence hk− bp+1σp+1,r
k ∈ Fp−1Nk. Since hk and σp+1,r

k have their boundaries

on and above row p−r+1 then the boundary of hk−bp+1σp+1,r
k is on and above

row p− r + 1. Hence hk − bp+1σp+1,r
k ∈ Zr−1

p−1 . By the induction hypotheses, we

have that hk−bp+1σp+1,r
k = αpµ

p,r−1σp,r−1
k + . . .+ακµ

κ,r−p−1+κσκ,r−p−1+κ
k , i.e.

hk = bp+1σp+1,r
k + αpµ

p,r−1σp,r−1
k + . . .+ ακµ

κ,r−p−1+κσκ,r−p−1+κ
k . �

Lemma 6.2. If ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 * Zr−1

p−1 , then Zr−1
p−1 + ∂Zr−1

p+r−1 = Zrp.

Proof. Since ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 * Zr−1

p−1 then Zr−1
p−1 + ∂Zr−1

p+r−1 is a submodule of

Zrp = Z((t))[µp+1,rσp+1,r
k , µp,r−1σp,r−1

k , . . . , µκ,r−p−1+κσκ,r−p−1+κ
k ],

where κ is the first column associated to a k-chain, but it is not a submodule of

Zr−1
p−1 = Z((t))[µp,r−1σp,r−1

k , µp−1,r−2σp−1,r−2
k , . . . , µκ,r−p−1+κσκ,r−p−1+κ

k ].

Then µ(p+1),r = 1 and Zr−1
p−1 +∂Zr−1

p+r−1 contains a multiple of σp+1,r
k over Z((t)).

We will show that σp+1,r
k ∈ Zr−1

p−1 + ∂Zr−1
p+r−1. Note that

(6.1) ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 = Z((t))[µp+r,r−1∂σp+r,r−1

k+1 ,

µp+r−1,r−2∂σp+r−1,r−2
k+1 , . . . , µκ,κ−p−1∂σκ,κ−p−1

k+1 ],

where κ is the first column associated to a (k+ 1)-chain. For ξ = 0, . . . , p+ r−κ
with µp+r−ξ,r−1−ξ = 1 we have ∆r−1−ξ

i,p+r−ξ = 0 for all i > p+ 1 and hence

∂σp+r−ξ,r−1−ξ
k+1 = ∆r−1−ξ

p+1,p+r−ξσ
p+1,r−1−ξ
k + . . .+ ∆r−1−ξ

κ,p+r−ξσ
κ,r−1−ξ
k .

In fact, the boundaries ∂σp+r−ξ,r−1−ξ
k+1 with ∆r−1−ξ

i,p+r−ξ 6= 0 for some i > p + 1

correspond exactly to the columns which have the primary pivots below the

(p + 1)-st row and therefore µp+r−ξ,r−1−ξ = 0. Hence, for ξ = 0, . . . , p + r − κ,

when µp+r−ξ,r−1−ξ = 1 we have

(6.2) Zr−1
p−1 + [∂σp+r−ξ,r−1−ξ

k+1 ] = Zr−1
p−1

+ [∆r−1−ξ
p+1,p+r−ξσ

p+1,r−1−ξ
k + . . .+ ∆r−1−ξ

κ,p+r−ξσ
κ,r−1−ξ
k ].
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On the other hand, since Zr−1
p−1 + [∂σp+r−ξ,r−1−ξ

k+1 ] ⊂ Zr−1
p−1 + ∂Zr−1

p+r−1, then

(6.3) Zr−1
p−1 + [∂σp+r−ξ,r−1−ξ

k+1 ]

= [`ξσ
p+1,r
k , µp,r−1σp,r−1

k , µp−1,r−2σp−1,r−2
k , . . . , µκ,r−p−1+κσκ,r−p−1+κ

k ].

The coefficient of hp+1
k on the set of generators of the Z((t))-module in (6.2)

is ∆r−1−ξ
p+1,p+r−ξ. On the other hand, the coefficient of hp+1

k on the set of the

generators of the Z((t))-module in (6.3) is `ξ. Since for each ξ = 0, . . . , p+ r−κ,

∆r−1−ξ
i,p+r−ξ = 0 for all i > p+ 1, then ∆r−1−ξ

p+1,p+r−ξ is either a pivot or a zero entry.

Note that the entries ∆r−1−ξ
p+1,p+r−ξ cannot be all zeros, since it would contradict the

hypothesis of ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 * Zr−1

p−1 . It follows from Lemma 5.1 that, if ∆r−1−ξ
p+1,p+r−ξ

is nonzero, then it is invertible in Z((t)). Then σp+1,r
k ∈ Zr−1

p−1 + ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 and

hence Zr−1
p−1 + ∂Zr−1

p+r−1 = Zrp . �

Theorem 6.3. The matrix ∆r obtained from the SSSA applied to ∆ deter-

mines

Erp =
Zrp

Zr−1
p−1 + ∂Zr−1

p+r−1

.

More specifically, Erp is either zero or a finitely generated Z((t))-module whose

generator corresponds to a k-chain associated to column (p+ 1) of ∆r.

Proof. The entry ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 on the r-th diagonal plays a crucial role in

determining the generators of Erp . We will analyze each possibility of ∆r
p−r+1,p+1

and prove how to determine Erp for each case.

1. The entry ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 is identified by the SSSA as a primary pivot,

a change-of-basis pivot or a zero entry with column of zeros below it.

In these cases ∆r
s,p+1 = 0 for all s > p− r+1 and hence the generator σp+1,r

k

corresponding to the k-chain associated to column (p + 1) in ∆r is a generator

of Zrp . Thus we must analyze row (p+ 1). We have the following possibilities:

(a) ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 ⊆ Zr−1

p−1 , i.e, all the boundaries of the elements in Zr−1
p+r−1 are

above row p.

In this case, as before, by Proposition 6.1, Erp = Z((t))[σp+1,r
k ].

(b) ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 * Zr−1

p−1 , i.e, there exist elements in Zr−1
p+r−1 whose boundary

has a non-zero entry in row (p+ 1). By Proposition 6.1 and Lemma 6.2,

Erp = 0.

Note that if ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 has been identified by the SSSA as a primary pivot

then

∂Zr−1
p+r−1 ⊆ Zr−1

p−1 . For more details see [6].

In fact, by Lemma 5.2, row (p+ 1) cannot contain a primary pivot since we

have assumed that column (p+ 1) has a primary pivot. Therefore, the entries of

these hk+1 columns in row (p+ 1) must be zeroes. It follows that ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 does

not contain in its set of generators the generator σp+1,r
k .
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2. The entry ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 is an entry above a primary pivot, i.e. there exists

s > p−r+1 such that ∆r
s,p+1 is a primary pivot. In this case, the generator σp+1,r

k

corresponding to the k-chain associated to column (p+1) is not a generator of Zrp
and hence Zr−1

p−1 = Zrp . It follows that Erp = 0.

3. The entry ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 is not in ∆r

k. This includes the case p− r + 1 < 0,

i.e. ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 is not on the matrix ∆r.

The analysis of Erp is very similar to the previous one, i.e. we have two

possibilities:

(a) There is a primary pivot in column (p + 1) in a diagonal r < r. In this

case the generator corresponding to the k-chain associated to column

(p+ 1), σp+1,r
k is not a generator of Zrp . Hence Zr−1

p−1 = Zrp and Erp = 0.

(b) All the entries in ∆r in column (p + 1) in diagonals lower than r are

zero, i.e. the generator corresponding to the k-chain associated to column

(p+ 1), σp+1,r
k in ∆r is a generator of Zrp . Then we have to analyze row

(p+ 1).

(i) If ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 ⊆ Zr−1

p−1 then, by Proposition 6.1, Erp = Z((t))[σp+1,r
k ].

(ii) If ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 * Zr−1

p−1 then Erp = 0 by Proposition 6.1 and Lem-

ma 6.2. �

We will describe how the SSSA applied to ∆ induces the differentials drp : Erp
→ Erp−r of spectral sequence.

Theorem 6.4. If Erp and Erp−r are both non-zero, then the map drp : Erp →
Erp−r is induced by the multiplication by the entry ∆r

p−r+1,p+1.

Proof. Suppose that Erp and Erp−r are both non-zero. Let

δrp : Z((t))[σp+1,r
k ]→ Z((t))[σp−r+1,r

k−1 ]

be the multiplication by the entry ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 and δ̃rp the induced map in Erp .

We must show that
Ker δ̃rp

Im δ̃rp+r

∼= Er+1
p .

Since we are considering Erp non-zero, it follows from Theorem 6.3, that we must

consider three cases for the entry ∆r
p−r+1,p+1: primary pivot, change-of-basis

pivot and zero with a column of zeroes below it. However, if ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 is

a change-of-basis pivot then there exists a primary pivot in row (p− r+ 1) on a

diagonal below the r-th diagonal and hence Erp−r = 0. Hence, whenever Erp and

Erp−r are both non-zero, the entry ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 in ∆r is either a primary pivot or

a zero with a column of zero entries below it.

In this case Erp = Z((t))[σp+1,r
k ] and Erp−r = Z((t))[σp−r+1,r

k−1 ].

1. Suppose ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 is a primary pivot. Since δrp : Z((t))[σp+1,r

k ] →
Z((t))[σp−r+1,r

k−1 ] is multiplication by ∆r
p−r+1,p+1, which is invertible in Z((t)),
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then Ker δrp = 0. Since δ̃rp = δrp, then Ker δ̃rp/Im δ̃rp+r = 0. On the other hand,

since ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 is a primary pivot then σp+1,r+1

k = σp+1,r
k /∈ Zr+1

p . Thus

Zr+1
p = Zrp−1 and Er+1

p = 0.

2. Suppose ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 = 0 with a column of zeroes below it. In this case

Ker δrp
∼= Erp = Ker δ̃rp and σp+1,r

k = σp+1,r+1
k . There are three cases to consider:

(a) If ∆r
p+1,p+r+1 is an entry above a primary pivot then we have Erp+r = 0

and hence Im δ̃rp+r = 0. Thus,

Ker δ̃rp

Im δ̃rp+r
= Erp .

On the other hand, since µp+r+1,r = 0, then Er+1
p = Erp .

(b) If ∆r
p+1,p+r+1 is a primary pivot then Erp+r = Z((t))[σp+r+1,r

k ]. Therefore

δrp+r is an isomorphism and hence

Ker δ̃rp

Im δ̃rp+r

∼= Z((t))[σp+1,r
k ]

Z((t))[σp+1,r
k ]

= 0.

On the other hand, since ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 is zero with a column of zero entries

below it then σp+1,r+1
k ∈ Zr+1

p,k−p and hence Zrp−1  Zr+1
p,k−p. Moreover,

since Erp = Z((t))[σp+1,r
k ] then ∂Zr−1

p+r−1 ⊆ Zr−1
p−1 . But the difference

between ∂Zr−1
p+r−1 and ∂Zrp+r is that the last one includes the boundary

of column (p+ r+ 1). The element in column (p+ r+ 1) and row (p+ 1)

is ∆r
p+1,p+r+1. Since ∆r

p+1,p+r+1 is a primary pivot then ∂Zrp+r * Zrp−1

and Er+1
p = 0.

(c) If ∆r
p+1,p+r+1 = 0 with a column of zero entries below it then Im δrp+r = 0

and

Ker δ̃rp

Im δ̃rp+r
= Erp .

Analogously to the previous case, σp+1,r+1
k ∈ Zr+1

p,k−p and hence Zrp−1  
Zr+1
p . Moreover, ∂Zr−1

p+r−1 ⊆ Zr−1
p−1 and the only difference between

∂Zr−1
p+r−1 and ∂Zrp+r is that the last one includes the boundary of column

(p + r + 1). Since the element in column (p + r + 1) and row (p + 1) is

∆r
p+1,p+r+1 = 0 then ∂Zrp+r ⊆ Zrp−1 and Er+1

p = Z((t))[σp+1,r
k ].

Note that the case where ∆r
p+1,p+r+1 is a change-of-basis pivot does not have

to be considered, since in this case Erp = 0. Therefore, in all cases

Ker drp
Im drp+r

= Er+1
p =

Ker δ̃rp

Im δ̃rp+r
. �

Corollary 6.5. Each non-zero differential drp of the spectral sequence (Er,dr)

is an isomorphism.
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Proof. In fact, by the proof of Theorem 6.4, non-zero differentials of (Er, dr)

are induced by primary pivots. Theorem 5.1 states that each primary pivot

produced by the SSSA is an invertible polynomial, hence each induced non-zero

differential is an isomorphism. �

The next corollary states that the spectral sequence (Er, dr) converges to

the Novikov homology of (N∗(f),∆).

Corollary 6.6. The modules E∞p,q of the spectral sequence are free for all p

and q. Moreover, the spectral sequence converges to the Novikov homology.

Proof. By Corollary 6.5, the non-zero differentials dr : Erp → Erp−r of the

spectral sequence are isomorphisms. Since, Er+1
p
∼= Ker drp/Im drp−r, it follows

that the modules Erp ’s are free for all r ≥ 0 and p ≥ 0. Therefore,

E∞p,q ≈ GH∗(N )p,q =
FpHp+q(N )

Fp−1Hp+q(N )
≈ HNov

∗ (M,f)

by equation (3.2). �

7. Cancellation of critical points

The results obtained for a spectral sequence of a filtered two dimensional

Novikov chain complex (N∗(f),∆) associated to a circle-valued Morse function

f : M → S1 lay the groundwork for dynamical exploration of connections in

a negative gradient flow associated to f . In Sections 5 and 6 we proved that the

SSSA produces from (N∗(f),∆) a sequence of Novikov matrices from which the

modules and differentials of the spectral sequence (Er, dr) may be retrieved. By

Corollary 6.5, if dr : Erp → Erp−r is a non-zero differential, then the modules Er+1
p

and Er+1
p−r are zero. We refer to this situation as an algebraic cancellation. Hence,

as one “turns the pages” of the spectral sequence, i.e. considers progressively

modules Er, one observes algebraic cancellations occurring within the Er’s.

We will now show how the dynamics follows the algebraic unfolding of the

spectral sequence, that is, how these algebraic cancellations can be associated

to dynamical cancellations of singularities of the negative gradient flow on M .

Let f be a circle-valued Morse function and (N∗(f),∆) the Novikov complex

associated to f . Let the Morse function F : M → R be the lift of f to the

infinite cyclic covering space M , as defined in Section 2.

Consider a finest filtration F = {FpN}p∈P on (N∗(f),∆), where

FpN = Z((t))
[
h1
k1 , h

2
k2 . . . , h

p+1
kp+1

]

and P = {0, 1, . . . ,m} is an indexing set for the filtration F , where # Crit(f) =

m+ 1. From the filtration F one can induce an infinite filtration {Fλ,p}λ∈Z, p∈P
in the covering space M which corresponds to

Fλ,pN = Z
〈
tδhjk | δ = λ and j ≤ p+ 1 or δ > λ and j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}

〉
,
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where tλhp+1
k represents the lift of the point hp+1

k at level λ, for λ ∈ Z. Note

that, for p ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m} and λ ∈ Z, we have

Fλ,p−1N ⊂ Fλ,pN and Fλ,mN ⊂ Fλ−1,0N ,

and also

Fλ,pN \ Fλ,p−1N = tλhp+1
k and Fλ−1,0N \ Fλ,mN = tλ−1h1

k.

Without loss of generality, one can assume that f has one critical point per

critical level set. Let cp be a critical value of f such that f(hpk) = cp. Hence,

F also has one critical point per critical level set and cλ,p := cp − λ is a critical

value of F such that F (tλhpk) = cλ,p, for all λ ∈ Z.

Example 7.1. Consider the negative gradient flow on a torus as illustrated

in Figure 21 which is associated to a circle-valued Morse function f .

h1
0

h2
0

h4
1

h3
1

h6
1

h8
2

h7
2

f−1(a)

h5
1

Figure 21. Circle-valued Morse function on the torus.

Let (N∗(f),∆) be the Novikov complex associated to f and define a filtration

F = {FpN} by:

F0N = Z((t))
[
h1

0

]
, F4N = Z((t))

[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1, h

4
1, h

5
1

]
,

F1N = Z((t))
[
h1

0, h
2
0

]
, F5N = Z((t))

[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1, h

4
1, h

5
1, h

6
1

]
,

F2N = Z((t))
[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1

]
, F6N = Z((t))

[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1, h

4
1, h

5
1, h

6
1, h

7
2

]
,

F3N = Z((t))
[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1, h

4
1

]
, F7N = Z((t))

[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1, h

4
1, h

5
1, h

6
1, h

7
2, h

8
2

]
.

The Novikov differential ∆ is presented in Figure 22 and we illustrated the

associated covering space enriched with the finest filtration {Fλ,p} in Figure 23.
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t− 1 −1−1−t
1 t1 0

1

−1

−t21

t− 10

t

−1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

h1
0 h2

0 h3
1 h4

1 h5
1 h6

1 h7
2 h8

2

h1
0

h2
0

h3
1

h4
1

h5
1

h6
1

h7
2

h8
2

Figure 22. Novikov differential ∆.

The next result will provide an algorithmic approach to the dynamical can-

cellation of critical points of a circle-valued Morse function f : M → S1 by

computing the spectral sequence of the associated Novikov chain complex of f .

Theorem 7.2 (Dynamical cancellation theorem via spectral sequences in the

Novikov setting). Let f : M → S1 be a circle-valued Morse function on a closed

n-manifold M and (N∗(f),∆) be the Novikov chain complex associated to f . Let

F be a finest filtration in (N∗(f),∆) and let (Er, dr) be the associated spectral se-

quence for this filtered chain complex. There exists a one-to-one correspondence

between the algebraic cancellations of the modules Er with dynamical cancella-

tions of critical points of f , which produces a family of circle-valued Morse func-

tions fr, where fr+1 is obtained from fr by removing the pairs of critical points

corresponding to the cancelled modules of the r-th page of the spectral sequence.

Moreover, for each r ≥ 0, the (r+ 1)-th page of the spectral sequence completely

determines all Novikov incidence coefficients, hence all new flow lines, between

consecutive critical points of fr+1.

The following example illustrates how the dynamics follows the algebraic

unfolding of the spectral sequence.

Example 7.3. Consider the circle-valued Morse function f presented in Ex-

ample 7.1. Applying the SSSA to the Novikov differential ∆ in Figure 22, one

obtains the sequence of Novikov matrices ∆1, . . . ,∆6 presented in Figures 24–29,

respectively. The primary pivots detected by the SSSA induce the differentials

of the spectral sequence, as we have shown in Theorem 6.4. By Theorem 5.1,

these pivots are invertible, hence responsible for algebraic cancellations of the

modules of the spectral sequence. More specifically:
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h1
0

h2
0

h4
1

th1
0

th6
1

t2h1
0

t2h2
0

t2h3
1

F0,0

F0,1

F0,2

F0,3

F0,4

F0,5

F0,6

F0,7

F1,0

F1,1

F1,2

F1,3

F1,4

F1,5

F1,6

F1,7

F2,0

F2,1

F2,2

F2,3

F2,4

F2,5

F2,6

F2,7

t2h6
1

t2h8
2

t2h5
1

t2h7
2

t2h4
1

th2
0

th3
1

th4
1

th5
1

th7
2

th8
2

h5
1

h7
2

h8
2

h6
1

h3
1

Figure 23. Filtration in the infinite cyclic covering.

• the primary pivot ∆1
2,3 induces the differential d1

2 : E1
2 → E1

1 which in

turn causes the algebraic cancellation E2
2 = E2

1 = 0;

• the primary pivot ∆2
5,7 induces the differential d2

6 : E2
6 → E2

4 which in

turn causes the algebraic cancellation E3
6 = E3

4 = 0;
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t− 1 −1−1−t
1 t1 0

1

−1

−t21

t− 1

0

t

−1

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

0

σ1,1
0 σ2,1

0 σ3,1
1 σ4,1

1 σ5,1
1 σ6,1

1 σ7,1
2 σ8,1

2

σ1,1
0

σ2,1
0

σ3,1
1

σ4,1
1

σ5,1
1

σ6,1
1

σ7,1
2

σ8,1
2

σj,10 = hj0 for j ∈ J0; σj,11 =hj1 for j ∈ J1; σj,12 = hj2 for j ∈ J2.

Figure 24. ∆1, marking primary pivots.

t− 1 −1−1−t
1 t10

1

−1

−t21

t− 10

t

−1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

σ1,2
0 σ2,2

0 σ3,2
1 σ4,2

1 σ5,2
1 σ6,2

1 σ7,2
2 σ8,2

2

σ1,2
0

σ2,2
0

σ3,2
1

σ4,2
1

σ5,2
1

σ6,2
1

σ7,2
2

σ8,2
2

σj,20 = hj0 for j ∈ J0; σj,21 = hj1 for j ∈ J1; σj,22 = hj2 for j ∈ J2.

Figure 25. ∆2, marking change-of-basis pivot.

t1

−1−1

−1 t

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

σ1,3
0 σ2,3

0 σ3,3
1 σ4,3

1 σ5,3
1 σ6,3

1 σ7,3
2 σ8,3

2

σ1,3
0

σ2,3
0

σ3,3
1

σ4,3
1

σ5,3
1

σ6,3
1

σ7,3
2

σ8,3
2

−1

1 0

−t t− 1

t−1
−t2

σj,30 = hj0 for j ∈ J0; σj,31 = hj1 for j ∈ J1; σj,32 = hj2 for j ∈ J2.

Figure 26. ∆3, marking pivots.

• the primary pivot ∆2
6,8 induces the differential d2

7 : E2
7 → E2

5 which in

turn causes the algebraic cancellation E3
7 = E3

5 = 0;

• the primary pivot ∆3
1,4 induces the differential d3

3 : E3
3 → E3

0 which in

turn causes the algebraic cancellation E4
3 = E4

0 = 0.

Figures 30–33 show the dynamical cancellations of pairs of critical points

(h2
0, h

3
1), (h5

1, h
7
2), (h6

1, h
8
2) and (h1

0, h
4
1) corresponding to the above algebraic can-

cellations, as explained in what follows.
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0 t

−1t−1

t−t2
−1 1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

σ1,4
0 σ2,4

0 σ3,4
1 σ4,4

1 σ5,4
1 σ6,4

1 σ7,4
2 σ8,4

2

σ1,4
0

σ2,4
0

σ3,4
1

σ4,4
1

σ5,4
1

σ6,4
1

σ7,4
2

σ8,4
2

1 0

−t t− 1

t−1

0

−t2

σ5,4
1 = h51 − h31; σj,4k = σj,3k for all the remaining σ’s.

Figure 27. ∆4, marking change-of-basis pivot.

1 0 0 0

0−t

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

σ1,5
0 σ2,5

0 σ3,5
1 σ4,5

1 σ5,5
1 σ6,5

1 σ7,5
2 σ8,5

2

σ1,5
0

σ2,5
0

σ3,5
1

σ4,5
1

σ5,5
1

σ6,5
1

σ7,5
2

σ8,5
2

0

t− 1 t2−1

t−1

0

−t2
1−t2

σ5,5
1 = h51 − h41 − h31; σ6,5

1 =h61 − th31; σj,5k = σj,4k for all the remaining σ’s.

Figure 28. ∆5, marking change-of-basis pivot.

0 0 0

00−t

0

0 0

0 t−1
1 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

σ1,6
0 σ2,6

0 σ3,6
1 σ4,6

1 σ5,6
1 σ6,6

1 σ7,6
2 σ8,6

2

σ1,6
0

σ2,6
0

σ3,6
1

σ4,6
1

σ5,6
1

σ6,6
1

σ7,6
2

σ8,6
2

0

1

t− 1

σ6,6
1 =h61 + (−t− 1)h41 − th31; σj,6k = σj,5k for all the remaining σ’s.

Figure 29. ∆6 for Example 4.1.

On the first page of the spectral sequence, the differential d1
2 determines the

algebraic cancellation E2
2 = E2

1 = 0. Corresponding to this algebraic cancella-

tion, we have the dynamical cancellation of the pair (h2
0, h

3
1), which determines

a circle-valued Morse function f2 such that Crit(f2) = Crit(f) \ {h2
0, h

3
1} and

is equal (up to isotopy) to f outside a neighbourhood of the connection of this

critical points. In the corresponding negative gradient flow ϕ2 (see Figure 30),
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h1
0

h4
1

h6
1

h8
2

h7
2

f−1(a)

h5
1

Figure 30. Cancellation of the pair (h20, h
3
1).

h1
0

h4
1

h6
1

h8
2

f−1(a)

Figure 31. Cancellation of the pair (h51, h
7
2).

we note birth of flow lines from h5
1 to h1

0 and from h6
1 to h1

0. Moreover, we have

the following relation between the Novikov incidence coefficients:

N(h5
1, h

1
0; f2) = N(h5

1, h
2
0; f1)t+N(h5

1, h
1
0; f1) = 0,

N(h6
1, h

1
0; f2) = N(h6

1, h
2
0; f1)t+N(h6

1, h
1
0; f1) = t2 − 1.

The other flow lines between consecutive critical points remain the same.

On the second page of the spectral sequence, there are two non-zero differen-

tials, namely d2
6 and d2

7, which determine the algebraic cancellation E3
6 = E3

4 = 0

and E3
7 = E3

5 = 0. The corresponding pairs of critical points which will cancel
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h1
0

h4
1

f−1(a)

γR

Figure 32. Cancellation of the pair (h61, h
8
2).

f−1(a)

γR

γA

Figure 33. Cancellation of the pair (h10, h
4
1).

are (h5
1, h

7
2) and (h6

1, h
8
2), respectively. In order to obtain the circle-valued Morse

function f3, we cancel the pair (h5
1, h

7
2), see Figure 31, and then the pair (h6

1, h
8
2),

see Figure 32. In the corresponding negative flow ϕ3 (see Figure 32), the can-

cellation of the pair of critical points (h6
1, h

8
2) gives rise to the birth of a repeller

periodic orbit γ
R

and two flow lines whose α-limit set is γ
R

and whose ω-limit set

is the saddle h4
1. Note that the birth of the periodic orbit γ

R
is due to a primary

pivot ∆2
6,8 which is a binomial and the period of γ

R
is equal to the difference
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between the exponents of the binomial. Moreover, we have the following relation

between the Novikov incidence coefficient: N(h4
1, h

1
0; f3) = N(h4

1, h
1
0; f2) = t−1.

On the third page of the spectral sequence, the differential d3
3 determines

the algebraic cancellation E4
4 = E4

0 = 0, which corresponds to the dynamical

cancellation of the pair (h1
0, h

4
1), creating the circle-valued Morse function f4. In

the corresponding negative gradient flow ϕ4, see Figure 33, an attractor periodic

orbit γ
A

is born due to the primary pivot ∆3
1,4 = t − 1. Therefore, the peri-

odic orbits that will appear after the cancellations are codified in the Novikov

matrices.

In order to prove this relation between dynamical and algebraic cancellations,

we need to use an adaptation of the SSSA which is more conducive to dynamical

interpretations. The dynamical inspiration for this adaptation of the SSSA is as

follows. Note that the changes of basis caused by pivots in row j−r reflect all the

changes in connecting orbits caused by the cancellation of hjk and hj−rk−1. However,

when the pair of critical points hjk and hj−rk−1 is removed, all the connecting orbits

between index k critical points and hj−rk−1 and also all the ones between hjk and

index k − 1 critical points are immediately removed and new ones take their

place. Hence, in order to interpret dynamically the SSSA, we have to perform

the changes of basis that occur therein in a different order to reflect the death

and birth of connections. More specifically, if ∆r
j−r,j is a primary pivot marked in

step r of the SSSA, all changes of basis caused by ∆r
j−r,j will be performed in step

r+1. This modification in the SSSA is called Row Cancellation Algorithm (RCA).

Row Cancellation Algorithm

Initialization step:



r = 0

∆̃r = ∆

T̃ r = I (m×m identity matrix)

Iterative step: Repeat until all diagonals parallel and to the right

of the main diagonal have been swept




Matrix ∆ update

r ← r + 1

∆̃r = (T̃ r−1)−1∆̃r−1T̃ r−1




Markup

Sweep entries of ∆̃r in the r-th diagonal:

If ∆̃r
j−r,j 6= 0 and ∆̃r

.,j does not contain a primary pivot

Then permanently mark ∆̃r
j−r,j as a primary pivot
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Matrix T̃ r construction

T̃ r ← I

For each primary pivot ∆̃r
p−r,p such that j < m,

change the p-th row of T̃ r as follows

T̃ rp,` ← −(1/∆̃r
p−r,p)∆̃

r
p−r,`, for ` = p+ 1, . . . ,m

Final step:



Matrix ∆ update

r ← r + 1

∆̃r = (T r−1)−1∆̃r−1T r−1

In [5], it was proved that, in the case of matrices with entries over Z, the

primary pivots on the r-th diagonal of ∆̃r marked in the r-th step of the RCA

coincide in position and value with the ones on the r-th diagonal of ∆r marked

in the r-th step of the SSSA. More details on this algorithm are presented in [5].

The analogous result for the case over Z((t)) is stated in the next lemma and its

proof is completely analogous to the one obtained for coefficients over Z.

Lemma 7.4. Let f : M → S1 be a circle-valued Morse function on a closed

n-manifold M and (N∗(f),∆) be the Novikov chain complex associated to f . Let

F be a finest filtration in (N∗(f),∆) and let (Er, dr) be the associated spectral

sequence for this filtered chain complex. The primary pivots of the matrices ∆̃r

of the RCA coincide in position and value with the ones of the matrices ∆r of

the SSSA.

Example 7.5. The following set of matrices (see Figures 34–37) illustrate

the depletion of rows and collumns in the RCA when applied to Example 6.1.

t− 1 t2 − 1t− 1−t
1 000

1

0

−t21

t− 10

0

−1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 34. ∆̃1 in RCA.

Proof of Theorem 7.2. By Theorem 6.4, the non-zero differentials of the

spectral sequence are induced by the pivots. Theorem 5.1 states that the primary

pivots are always invertible polynomials, hence the differentials drp : Erp → Erp−r
associated to primary pivots are isomorphisms and the ones associated to change-

of-basis pivots always correspond to zero maps. Consequently, the non-zero
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t− 1 t2 − 1t− 1−t
1 000

1

0

−t21

t− 10

0

−1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 35. ∆̃2 in RCA.

t− 1 t2 − 1t− 1−t
1 000

1

0

−t21

t− 10

0

−1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 36. ∆̃3 in RCA.

t− 1 0−t
1 000

0

0

−t21

t− 10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 37. ∆̃4 in RCA.

differentials are isomorphisms and this implies that at the next stage of the

spectral sequence they produce algebraic cancellations, i.e. Er+1
p = Er+1

p−r = 0.

Note that the algebraic cancellation Er+1
p = Er+1

p−r = 0 is associated to the

primary pivot ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 on the r-th diagonal of ∆r in the SSSA. The row

p−r+1 is associated to hp−r+1
k−1 ∈ Fp−rCk−1 \Fp−r−1Ck−1 and the column p+1

is associated to hp+1
k ∈ FpCk \Fp−1Ck. Moreover, the primary pivot ∆r

p−r+1,p+1

of the SSSA is equal to the primary pivot ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 of the RCA.

We will now prove the theorem by associating dynamical cancellations to the

algebraic cancellations of the SSSA via the RCA. Given ϕ, the negative gradient

flow associated to f , we recursively construct a family of negative gradient flows

{ϕr} of circle-valued Morse functions fr, r = 0, . . . , ω, where f0 = f and fr+1
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is obtained from fr removing the pairs of critical points corresponding to the

cancelled modules of the r-th page of the spectral sequence, i.e. the pairs asso-

ciated to the primary pivots on the r-th diagonal of ∆r. In order to do this, we

have to prove that whenever a primary pivot ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 on the r-th diagonal of

∆̃r is marked, it is actually a Novikov incidence coefficient N(hp+1
k , hp−r+1

k−1 ; fr)

between two singularities hp+1
k and hp−r+1

k−1 of consecutive indices of ϕr.

Without loss of generality, the Novikov differential ∆ associated to f is con-

sidered to be the one where all orientations on the unstable manifolds of critical

points of index 2 are the same. In this case, we have the characterization of the

Novikov differential ∆ given by Corollary 2.2.

The proof follows by induction in r. The base case r = 1 is trivial, since the

differentials d0 are null and hence no pivots are marked in this step. Thus there

are no algebraic cancellations, f0 = f1, ϕ1 = ϕ and ∆̃1 = ∆(M,ϕ1) = ∆(M,ϕ),

since no columns and rows are removed. Furthermore, N(hjk, h
i
k−1; f1) = ∆̃1

ij

for all hjk, h
i
k−1 ∈ Crit(f1).

Induction hypothesis. Suppose that the Morse function fr is well defined and

let ϕr be the negative gradient associated to fr, where the matrix of the Novikov

operator ∆(M,ϕr) associated to fr is the submatrix of ∆̃r obtained when we

remove all columns and rows corresponding to all primary pivots marked until

diagonal r − 1 of ∆̃r, i.e. N(hjk, h
i
k−1; fr) = ∆̃r

ij for all hjk, h
i
k−1 ∈ Crit(fr).

We now prove the case r + 1. This proof requires three steps. The first

step performs dynamical cancellations of the lift of certain critical points of fr

in the covering space. The second step analyzes the effect that the dynamical

cancellations in the covering space has on the relation between the Novikov

incidence of fr and fr+1. The third and final step links the algebra of the RCA

with the dynamics of fr+1, i.e. establishes that N(hjk, h
i
k−1; fr+1) = ∆̃r+1

ij for

all hjk, h
i
k−1 ∈ Crit(fr+1).

Step 1. Let ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 be a primary pivot on the r-diagonal of ∆̃r. By

the induction hypothesis, this primary pivot represents the Novikov incidence

coefficient between two singularities of the flow ϕr, namely hp+1
k and hp−r+1

k−1 .

By Theorem 5.1, the primary pivot is either ±t` or ∓t˜̀± t`, where `, ˜̀∈ Z, and

we assume ` < ˜̀.
Now, consider the pair of critical points tλhp+1

k and tλ+`hp−r+1
k−1 in the cov-

ering space M . Denote by F r the Morse function which makes the following

diagram commutative:

(7.1)

M
F r

//

E

��

R

Exp

��

M
fr
// S1
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Since F r is a Morse–Smale function, it can be perturbed if necessary so that

there are no critical points in (F r)−1[(cλ+`,p−r+1, cλ,p+1)]. For a nice proof of

this fact see Lemma 3.2 in [13]. Using the Smale’s Cancellation Theorem, we

can equivariantly cancel the pairs of critical points tλhp+1
k and tλ+`hp−r+1

k−1 , for

all λ ∈ Z, obtaining a new Morse-Smale function F r+1 : M → R such that

Crit(F r+1) = Crit(F r) \ {tλhp+1
k , tλ+`hp−r+1

k−1 | λ ∈ Z}.

Moreover, we have the following correspondence between the intersection num-

bers with respect to the function F r and F r+1, denoted by n( · , · ;F r) and

n( · , · ;F r+1), respectively:

1. For k = 1:

1.1. If the saddle tλhp+1
1 connects with exactly two sinks, namely tλ+`hp−r+1

0

and tλ+˜̀
hi00 , then given a saddle tδhj1 ∈ Crit(F r+1), we have that

n(tδhj1, t
λ+˜̀

hi00 ;F r+1) = n(tδhj1, t
λ+`hp−r+1

0 ;F r) + n(tδhj1, t
λ+˜̀

hi00 ;F r),(7.2)

n(tδhj1, t
λ+˜̀

hi0;F r+1) = n(tδhj1, t
λ+˜̀

hi0;F r), i 6= i0.(7.3)

In the particular case that i0 = p− r+ 1, since the cancellation is done equivari-

antly, an eventual flow line in ϕr from tδhj1 to tλ+˜̀
hi00 gives place to a flow line

starting at tδhj1 with empty ω-limit set.

1.2. If the saddle tλhp+1
1 connects with exactly one sink, namely tλ+`hp−r+1

0 ,

then the intersection numbers between critical points of F r+1 remain the same.

2. For k = 2:

2.1. If the saddle tλ+`hp−r+1
1 connects with exactly two sources, namely

tλhp+1
2 and tλ+˜̀

hj02 , then given a saddle tδhi1 ∈ Crit(F r+1), we have that

n(tλ+˜̀
hj02 , t

δhi1;F r+1) = n(tλhp+1
2 , tδhi1;F r) + n(tλ+˜̀

hj02 , t
δhi1;F r),(7.4)

n(tλ+˜̀
hj2, t

δhi1;F r+1) = n(tλ+˜̀
hj2, t

δhi1;F r), j 6= j0.(7.5)

In the particular case that j0 = p+1, since the cancellation is done equivariantly,

an eventual flow line in ϕr from tλ+˜̀
hj02 to tδhi1 gives place to a flow line ending

at tδhi1 with empty α-limit set.

2.2. If the saddle tλ+`hp−r+1
1 connects with exactly one source, namely

tλhp+1
2 , then the intersection numbers between critical points of F r+1 remain

the same.

Formulas (7.2)–(7.5) are a consequence of the characterization of the Morse

boundary operator, when we consider the orientations on the unstable manifolds

of index 2 critical points of F r being the same. This follows easily since the

characteristic signs of the two flow lines of the unstable (stable) manifold of

a saddle are opposite as proved in [4].

Step 2. Let fr+1 : M → S1 be the smooth map such that fr+1(x) = Exp ◦
F r+1(y), where y ∈ E−1(x) for all x ∈ M . Since the cancellation was done
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equivariantly then fr+1 is well defined and it is a circle-valued Morse function

such that Crit(fr+1) = Crit(fr) \ {hp+1
k , hp−r+1

k−1 } which coincides up to isotopy

with fr outside a neighbourhood of the flow line joining these critical points.

As consequence of the formulas in (7.2)–(7.5), we have the following relation

between the Novikov incidence coefficients when considering the functions fr

and fr+1:

3. If k = 1:

3.1. Suppose that ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 = ±t`∓ t˜̀ where ` < ˜̀, then there is a double

connection between hp+1
1 and hp−r+1

0 in the flow ϕr. This corresponds to case 1.1

in the covering space when i0 = p−r+1. After the equivariant cancellation, new

connections are not created between consecutive critical points of F r+1, hence

N(hj1, h
i
0; fr+1) = N(hj1, h

i
0; fr), for all hj1, h

i
0 ∈ Crit(fr+1).

3.2. Suppose that ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 = ±t`. Given hi0 ∈ Crit(fr+1) with i <

p− r+ 1, the entry ∆̃r
i,p+1 belongs to the submatrix ∆(M,ϕr), consequently we

can use Corollary 2.2, which implies that we have two possible cases:

• ∆̃r
i,p+1 = 0 for all i < p − r + 1 such that hi0 ∈ Crit(fr+1). This

corresponds to case 1.2 above. After the equivariant cancellation, there

are no changes in the connections between consecutive critical points of

F r+1, hence N(hj1, h
i
0; fr+1) = N(hj1, h

i
0; fr), for hj1 ∈ Crit(fr+1).

• There exists i0 < p−r+1 such that hi00 ∈ Crit(fr+1), ∆̃r
i0,p+1 = ∓t˜̀ and

∆̃r
i,p+1 = 0 for all i < p− r + 1 with i 6= i0 and hi0 ∈ Crit(fr+1). In this

case, hp+1
1 connects with exactly two sinks, namely hp−r+1

0 and hi00 in the

flow ϕr. Then, by case 1.1 above, we have that for all hj1 ∈ Crit(fr+1),

N(hj1, h
i0
0 ; fr+1) =

∑

λ∈Z
n(hj , tλhi0 ;F r+1)tλ(7.6)

=
∑

λ∈Z
n(t

˜̀
hj , tλ+˜̀

hi0 ;F r+1)tλ

=
∑

λ∈Z

[
n(t

˜̀
hj1, t

λ+`hp−r+1
0 ;F r) + n(t

˜̀
hj1, t

λ+˜̀
hi00 ;F r)

]
tλ,

=
∑

λ∈Z
n(hj1, t

λ+`−˜̀
hp−r+1

0 ;F r)tλ +
∑

λ∈Z
n(hj1, t

λhi00 ;F r)tλ

=
∑

λ−(`−˜̀)∈Z
n(hj1, t

λhp−r+1
0 ;F r)tλ−(`−˜̀) +N(hj1, h

i0
0 ; fr)

= N(hj1, h
p−r+1
0 ; fr)t

˜̀−` +N(hj1, h
i0
0 ; fr),

where the third equality follows from (7.2). Moreover,

N(hj1, h
i
0; fr+1) = N(hj1, h

i
0; fr) for i 6= i0.
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4. If k = 2:

4.1. Suppose that ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 = ±t`∓ t˜̀ where ` < ˜̀, then there is a double

connection between hp+1
2 and hp−r+1

1 in the flow ϕr. This corresponds to the

case 2.1 in the covering space when j0 = p+1. After the equivariant cancellation

new connections are not created between consecutive critical points of F r+1,

hence N(hj2, h
i
1; fr+1) = N(hj2, h

i
1; fr), for all hj2, h

i
1 ∈ Crit(fr+1).

4.2. Suppose that ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 = ±t`. Given hj2 ∈ Crit(fr+1) with j > p+ 1,

the entry ∆̃r
p−r+1,j belongs to the submatrix ∆(M,ϕr), consequently we can use

Corollary 2.2, which implies that we have two possible cases:

• ∆̃r
p−r+1,j = 0 for all j > p + 1 such that hj2 ∈ Crit(fr+1). This corre-

sponds to case 2.2 above. After the equivariant cancellation, there are no

changes in the connections between consecutive critical points of F r+1,

hence N(hj2, h
i
1; fr+1) = N(hj2, h

i
1; fr), for hi1 ∈ Crit(fr+1).

• There exists j0 > p + 1 such that hj02 ∈ Crit(fr+1), ∆̃r
p−r+1,j0

= ∓t˜̀
and ∆̃r

p−r+1,j = 0 for all j > p + 1 with j 6= j0 and hj2 ∈ Crit(fr+1).

In this case, hp−r+1
1 connects with exactly two sources, namely hp+1

2

and hj02 in the flow ϕr. Then, by case 2.1 above, we have that for all

hi1 ∈ Crit(fr+1),

(7.7) N(hj02 , h
i
1; fr+1) = N(hp+1

2 , hi1, f
r)t

˜̀−` +N(hj02 , h
i
1; fr).

Moreover, N(hj2, h
i
1; fr+1) = N(hj2, h

i
1; fr) for j 6= j0.

Step 3. Now, we link the dynamics with the algebra of the RCA. More

specifically, we will show that the matrix of the Novikov operator ∆(M,ϕr+1)

associated to fr+1 is the submatrix of ∆̃r+1 obtained when we remove all columns

and rows corresponding to all primary pivots marked up to the r-th diagonal

of ∆̃r.

Let ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 be a primary pivot and consider an entry ∆̃r+1

i,j with i <

p−r+1 and j > p+1. If there is a primary pivot in column/row i or column/row

j, then the ∆̃r+1
i,j is not in ∆(M,ϕr+1). Otherwise, the entry ∆̃r+1

i,j is given by

(7.8) ∆̃r+1
i,j = ∆̃r

i,j −
∆̃r
p−r+1,j

∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1

∆̃r
i,p+1.

From now on consider ∆̃r
i,j such that hjk, h

i
k−1 ∈ Crit(fr+1). In this case,

there are no primary pivots in column/row i nor in column/row j, since ∆̃r
i,j is

an entry of the Novikov matrix ∆(M,ϕr) of fr.

5. If k = 1:

5.1. Suppose that ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 = ±t` ∓ t

˜̀
. By Corollary 2.2, ∆̃r

i,p+1 = 0

for i < p − r + 1 and hi0 ∈ Crit(fr+1). Hence, ∆̃r+1
i,j = ∆̃r

i,j . By the induction
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hypothesis and by item 3.1 above ∆̃r+1
i,j = N(hj1, h

i
0; fr+1), for all j such that

hj1 ∈ Crit(fr+1).

5.2. Suppose that ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 = ±t`. We have two cases to consider.

• ∆̃r
i,p+1 = 0 for all i < p − r + 1 such that hi0 ∈ Crit(fr+1). Then

∆̃r+1
i,j = ∆̃r

i,j . By the induction hypothesis and by case 3.2 above ∆̃r+1
i,j =

N(hj1, h
i
0; fr+1).

• There exists i0 < p−r+1 such that hi00 ∈ Crit(fr+1), ∆̃r
i0,p+1 = ∓t˜̀ and

∆̃r
i,p+1 = 0 for all i < p− r + 1 with i 6= i0 and hi0 ∈ Crit(fr+1). In this

case, (7.8) is equivalent to ∆̃r+1
i,j = ∆̃r

i,j + ∆̃r
p−r+1,j t

˜̀−`. Since by the

induction hypothesis ∆̃r
i,j = N(hj1, h

i
0; fr) and ∆̃r

p−r+1,j = N(hj1, h
p
0; fr),

then by item 3.2 (equation (7.6)) we have ∆̃r+1
i,j = N(hj1, h

i
0; fr+1).

6. If k = 2:

6.1. Suppose that ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 = ±t`∓ t˜̀. Given an entry ∆̃r

i,j with j > p+1

and hj2, h
i
1 ∈ Crit(fr+1), then ∆̃r

p−r+1,j = 0, since the submatrix ∆(M,ϕr) of

∆̃r satisfies Corollary 2.2. Hence, ∆̃r+1
i,j = ∆̃r

i,j and, by the induction hypothesis,

∆̃r+1
i,j = N(hj2, h

i
1; fr+1).

6.2. Suppose that ∆̃r
p−r+1,p+1 = ±t`. Given an entry ∆̃r

i,j with j > p+1 and

hj2, h
i
1 ∈ Crit(fr+1), then ∆̃r

p−r+1,j = 0 or ∆̃r
p−r+1,j = ∓t˜̀, since the submatrix

∆(M,ϕr) of ∆̃r satisfies Corollary 2.2. In the case that ∆̃r
p−r+1,j = 0, then

∆̃r+1
i,j = ∆̃r

i,j and ∆̃r+1
i,j = N(hj2, h

i
1; fr+1). On the other hand, if ∆̃r

p−r+1,j = ∓t˜̀,
(7.8) is equivalent to ∆̃r+1

i,j = ∆̃r
i,j + ∆̃r

i,p+1 t
˜̀−`. By the induction hypothesis

∆̃r
i,j = N(hj2, h

i
1; fr) and ∆̃r

i,p+1 = N(hp+1
2 , hi1; fr). Then by item 4.2 above

(equation (7.7)) we have ∆̃r+1
i,j = N(hj2, h

i
1; fr+1).

If there are more primary pivots {∆̃r
p`−r+1,p`+1} on the r-th diagonal of ∆̃r,

we repeat the above construction successively by determining neighbourhoods U`
of the closures of the flows lines joining hp`+1

k and hp`−r+1
k−1 . Cancelling the pairs

of critical points {(hp`+1
k , hp`−r+1

k−1 )} in U`, we obtain a family of flows {ϕr`} such

that ϕr` has exactly two less singularities than ϕr`−1. Each one of the cancellations

is done as above with the dynamics corresponding to the algebra of the RCA. In

this case, the flow ϕr+1 is obtained from ϕr after cancelling all pairs of critical

points corresponding to primary pivots on the r-th diagonal. �

As a consequence of the proof of Theorem 7.2, the appearance of periodic

orbits in the family fr due cancellations of critical points can be detected by the

spectral sequence.

Theorem 7.6 (Detecting periodic orbits). There exists a family of circle-

valued Morse functions satisfying Theorem 7.2 such that, for each cancelled pair

of modules Erp and Erp−r corresponding to a binomial primary pivot ∆r
p−r+1,p+1 =
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∓t`±t˜̀, where ` < ˜̀, the associated dynamical cancellation of critical points hp+1
k

and hp−r+1
k−1 gives rise to a periodic orbit that crosses the regular value f−1(a)

˜̀− ` times. This periodic orbit is either an attractor if k = 0 or a repeller if

k = 1.

Proof. In order to perform the cancellation of hp+1
k and hp−r+1

k−1 , we consider

the critical points tλhp+1
k and tλ+`hp−r+1

k−1 in the covering space M and cancel

them equivariantly for all λ ∈ Z using the First Cancellation Theorem in [11].

Note that, for a fixed λ, when the pair tλhp+1
k and tλ+`hp−r+1

k−1 of critical points

of F r is cancelled, the function F r+1 coincides with F r (up to isotopy) outside

a neighbourhood U of the connecting orbit between them and a flow line γ from

tλ−`hp+1
k to tλ+˜̀

hp−r+1
k−1 arises in the negative gradient flow of F r+1. One can

choose the diffeomorfism given by the Assertion 4 in Chapter 5 of [11] such that

γ coincides outside of U with the flow lines in the negative gradient flow of F r

going from tλ−`hp+1
k to tλ+`hp−r+1

k−1 and from tλhp+1
k to tλ+˜̀

hp−r+1
k−1 . Cancelling

equivariantly in M , one obtains a periodic orbit of the negative gradient flow of

fr+1 on M . �

Example 7.7. We could have considered an alternative finest filtration in

Example 7.3, such as G = {GpN}, where

G0N = Z((t))
[
h1

0

]
, G4N = Z((t))

[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1, h

4
1, h

6
1

]
,

G1N = Z((t))
[
h1

0, h
2
0

]
, G5N = Z((t))

[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1, h

4
1, h

6
1, h

5
1

]
,

G2N = Z((t))
[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1

]
, G6N = Z((t))

[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1, h

4
1, h

6
1, h

5
1, h

8
2

]
,

G3N = Z((t))
[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1, h

4
1

]
, G7N = Z((t))

[
h1

0, h
2
0, h

3
1, h

4
1, h

6
1, h

5
1, h

8
2, h

7
2

]
.

In this case, the dynamical cancellations of pairs of critical points associated to

algebraic cancellations of the modules of the spectral sequence through the SSSA

will be the following pairs of critical points: (h2
0, h

3
1), (h5

1, h
8
2), (h1

0, h
4
1), (h6

1, h
7
2).

For instance, in the first matrix ∆1 produced by the SSSA, see Figure 38, the

entry ∆1
6,7 = −t2 is a primary pivot which induces the differential d1

6 : E1
6 → E1

5

of the spectral sequence. Note that by the choice of the finest filtration G, E1
6 is

generated by the critical point h8
2 and E1

5 is generated by the critical point h5
1.

Therefore, the algebraic cancellation of the modules E1
6 and E1

5 is associated to

the dynamical cancellation of the pair (h5
1, h

8
2). Also note that, despite the fact

that h8
2 and h5

1 are close with respect to the filtration G, i.e. the gap between

them is 1, the flow line from h8
2 to h5

1 is a “long” orbit both in M and M

represented by −t2 on the Novikov differential. This orbit in the torus M wraps

twice around it. Hence, the corresponding cancelled pairs (tλ+2h5
1, t

λh8
2) in the

covering space are also not close compared with the gap in the filtration Gλ,p,
since the gap between them is 19. The algebraic cancellation corresponding to

−t2 also has its dynamical counterpart.
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t− 1 −1−1−t
1t1 00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

h1
0 h2

0 h3
1 h4

1 h5
1 h6

1 h7
2 h8

2

h1
0

h2
0

h3
1

h4
1

h5
1

h6
1

h7
2

h8
2

1

−1

−t2 1

t− 1 0

t

−1

Figure 38. ∆1 for an alternative filtration G.

The choice of a different filtration for the Novikov chain complex from the

one in Example 6.2, implies in different cancellations of pairs of critical points.

The family of negative gradient flows ϕr determined by Theorem 6.1 for this

example exhibit new orbits that wrap around the torus many times possibly

with different orientations in some of the turns. This dynamical behavior is

determined by the primary pivots in the Novikov matrices ∆r. Once all of the

cancellations are performed, the flow associated to the last Novikov matrix is

minimal and in this case we are left with no critical points and one attracting

and one repelling periodic orbit.
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